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LECTURE

.

II.

Of the Attraction
of Gravitation,
and its Laws . Of Motion
and Rest,
absolute and relative ; equable, accelerated ,
and retarded Motion
. Of the Spaces,
Limesyand Velocities of Bodies
in Mo¬
tion . Of the Collision
of Bodies
Elafic and Non - Ela/lic . Of the Momen¬
tum or Force o/'Striking
Bodies . Of
the Laws of Motion
. Of the Compo¬
sition
and Resolution
of Motion.
Of Action
and Re - action
. Of the
Descent
of heavy Bodies. Of the De¬
scent of Bodies on the inclined Planes . Of
the Doctrine
o/' Pendulums
. Of the
Cycloid , its Properties
WUse
; the
Curve of quickeft Descent . Of the Centre
of Oscillation
and Percussion
. The
various Uses of the Pendulum
, as a
Chronometer
, &c . Of a new ConfruSled Pyrometer
, and the Expan¬
sion of Metaline
Bodies . ' Of the
Doctrine
^ Projectiles
, or Art of
Gunnery . O/ ' Central
Forces , and
the various Laws and Properties of that
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Of the AttraElion of Gravitation.
Sort of Motion. Of the General Law of the
Planetary

of

the

T

PI. III.
Fig . 2.

Earth

Motions . Of the Figure
, and how determined.

of Attrac¬
las
and
Gravitation,
of Species
that
which is evident only between
large Bodies, as the Earth and Moon , the
Sun and its Planetary Attendants . The
Laws of this Attraction are as follows,
viz. i ( .) It is common to all Bodies, and
mutual between them . (2.) It is propor¬
tional to the Quantity of Matter in Bodies.
(3.) It is exerted every Way from the
Centre of the attracting Body in Rightlined Directions . (4.) It decreases as the
Squares of the Distances increase : That is,
if a Body at A , on the Earth ’s Surface,
distant one Semidiameter from the Centre C,
weighs 3600 Pounds , it will at the Distance
of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, Semidiameters weigh 900,
400 , 225 , 145, 100 Pounds ; which Num¬
bers decrease as the Squares of the Distances
4, 9, 16, 25, 36, increase (XVI ).
HE

is
tionFourth

Hence
(XVI ) 1. Though we reckon this Species of At¬
traction different from that of Cohesion , yet when well
considers , it may be found perhaps to differ no otherwise
than as the Whole from the Parts ; for the Gravity of
large Bodies may be only the Result or Aggregate of the
particular Powers of the constituent Particles , which
singly act only upon Contact , and in small Di¬
stances ;
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Hence

we learn that all Bodies have
Weight
, or are heavy ; and that there is
no such Thing as absolute Levity
in Na¬
ture ; and by the second Law , the Weight
of all Bodies is proportional to the Quan¬
tity of Matter they contain ; and hence,
since Bodies of equal Bulks are found to
have unequal Quantities of Matter , it evidently follows , that a Vacuum , or
Space void of Matter , must necessarily
exist , and that an absolute Plenum
is a
stances ; but with their joint Forces, in vast Quanti¬
ties, produce a mighty Power , whose Efficacy extends
to very great Distances, proportional to the Magnitude
of Bodies.
2. This Force of Gravity is, to Sense, the same for
any Distances near the Earth ’s Surface ; since a small
Distance from the Surface of the Earth does not sen¬
sibly alter the Distance from the Centre , which is near
4000 Miles : At the Height therefore of one Mile ; for In¬
stance, the Distances from the Centre will be as the
Numbers 4000 to 4001 , and the Powers of Gravity in¬
versely as their Squares, viz. 16008001 to 16000000,
or as 16008 to 16000, which are so near an Equality
as not to be sensibly different from each other.
3. But when the Distance is so great as to cause a
Disproportion between that and the Semidiameter of the
Earth , then will the Power of Gravity decrease very
sensibly, according to the Law above laid down : Thus
at the Distance of the Moon , which is, at a Mean,
about 60 Scmidiameters of the Earth , the Power of
Gravity is to that on the Earth ’s Surface as 1 to 3600,
as will be strewn under the Article of Central Forces with
sufficient Demonstration.
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Doctrine unphilosophical , and equally false
and absurd (XVII .)
Also,
(XVII ) i . Since there is no Sort of Matter that we
have any Knowledge of but what will gravitate , to sup¬

pose there is any Sort that will not , is arbitrary , and
contrary to the Rules of Philosophizing , and all sound
Reasoning ; by which we are confined to the Phænomena of real, and not imaginary Existence.
2. The Weight or Quantity of Matter in Bodies may
be exprefs’d by their Bulks multiplied by their Densities.
By the Densitv
of a Body is meant the greater or
lesser Quantity of Matter under the fame Bulk. ; and
therefore the Density (D ) of any Body A, is to the
Density (D ) of any other Body B of equal Bulk , as
the Quantity of Matter (M ) in the former is to the
Quantity of Matter (m) in the latter . That is, D : D
r : M : *»;
Dm—DM.
3. But if the Bulks are unequal , and the Quantities
of Matter the fame, or equal in any two Bodies B and
C ; then will the Density (D ) of the Body B be to the
Density (il) of the Body C , as the Bulk (£) of the latter,
to the Bulk (B) of the former ; viz . D : d : : b B
: ;
.-. DB - db.
db 'Dm
and so ’bAdb
—m'RD and
4. Hence D = g = -]yp
consequently M : m f: : \D : bd-, that is, The Quantity
ef Matter in any two Bodies A and C , which differ in
Bulk and TVeight
, are to each other as the Products of the
Densities hy their Balks, as was above asserted.
5. Hence also in such Bodies, D : d : : Mi : mB ;
that is, the Densities of the two Bodies A and C are direct¬
ly as the Qitantities of Matter , and inversely as their
Bulks.
6. Lastly , The Bulks or Magnitudes of two Bodies A
and C are direCily as their Quantities of Matter or Weights,
and inversely as their Densities;for we have B : b M
:: d

: n: D.

7. What has been hitherto said relates to the absolute
Weight of Bodies ; but when the Weight or Gravities
of
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Also , from the third Law it follows,

that all Bodies descending freely by their
Gravity tend towards the Earth in Right
Lines perpendicular to its Surface ; and
with equal Velocities , (abating for the Re¬
sistance of the Air ) as is evident by the se¬
cond Law above, and what will immediately
.)
(
follow in MechanicsXVIII
Again

:

of Bodies of equal Bulk are considered and compared
together , they are then called the Relative Weights or
Specific Gravities of those Bodies, and since they are
likewise proportional to the Quantities of Matter , it is
evident , that the Densities and Specific Gravities are pro¬
portional to each other, in all Bodies ; and therefore what
has been said of the one is equally applicable to the other.
8. As a Corollary to this Article , we may observe
with Sir Isaac Newton, that all Space cannot be filled
with Matter , as the Plenijls assert, but that there must
necessarily be Vacuities or Interstices void of Matter in
the Composition of natural Bodies ; for if there were
not , then Bodies of equal Bulk would ever be of the
fame Weight and Density, or, in other Words , the
Density and Specific Gravity of Cork or jjir would be
the fame with that of Quicksilver or Gold. And it is
surprizing to think , that such Absurdities are not gross
enough to be heeded by those who hesitate about 2. Va¬
cuum.
(XVIII ) The Reason why all Bodies descend with
an equal Velocity towards the Centre of the Earth (in
Vacuo) is because the Force of Gravity in each is pro¬
portional to the Quantity of Matter , o: Number of Par¬
ticles only, independent of any ot) er Circumstance or
Consideration whatsoever. Thus suppose the Body A
has only one Particle of Matter , and the Body B con¬
sists of one hundred , then will the Force of Gravity in
A be to that in B as i to 100 ; and therefore the Force
acting on each single Particle in ct is but Ti 5 of the whole
Force,
G 3
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Again : Since the Attraction is always
directly as the Quantity of Matter , and in¬
versely as the Square of the Distance , it
follows , that were the internal Parts of
the Earth a perfect Void , or hollow Con¬
cavity , a Body placed any where therein
would be absolutely light , or void of Gra¬
vity ; but supposing the Earth a solid Body
throughout , the Gravity from the Surface
to the Centre will decrease with the Distance,
or it will be directly proportional to the
Distance from the Centre (XIX ).

Having
Force , and consequently is but equal to the Force act¬
ing on the single Particle A ; since then each single Par¬
ticle in B is acted upon with the fame Force as the
Particle A, the Velocities in each must be equal ; that
is, each Particle in the Body B, (and therefore the whole
Body) must descend with an equal Velocity with that
of A. This would be easy to conceive, if the Particles
in the Body B were to fall separate ; and I think it is
as easy to understand that their Connection or Cohesion
can no ways contribute to the Acceleration of their
Motion , which is entirely the Effect of the attracting
Force of the Earth.
(XIX ) i . For Illustration , suppose ABC be the
Plate II.
outward Shell or Crust , and all the internal Parts of the
? ‘g- 4Earth an hollow Space or Concavity , in which suppose any
Body as R , to be placed in any Part whatsoever ; thro ' the
Centre of the said Body let there be drawn the Lines ad
and be, which by their Revolution would describe Cones,
whose Bases ab, and ed, in the spherical Superficies, are
in Proportion to each other as the Squares of the Distan¬
ces from R respectively. Now the Particle R is attract¬
ed by the Particles in those two Bases with an equal
Force ; for the Force is as the Square of the Distance
of the Bases inversely, and as the Number of Particles
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Having
nita

premised the necessary Pracog-

to the Science of Mechanics

, which

in each Base directly, which Number of Particles is as

the Square of the Distance from the Particle directly.
But this direct and inverse Ratio of the Forces makes a
Ratio of Equality ; that is, the Forces on each Side arc
equal , and being in contrary Directions they destroy
each other ; and this being the Cafe in any other Part
of the Concave Superficies, ’tis evident the Body R can¬
not be impell’d towards any Part , but will retain its Po¬
sition as if not affected by Gravity at all.
2. The Forces with which a Body will be attracted
on the Surface of two Spheres of the fame Density, but
unequal Bulks , will be directly as the Diameters of the
the Force (f) of the lesser Sphere ABC Plate II.
Spheres. For
(F ) of the greater DEF inversely Fig . 5,6.
Force
the
to
be
will
as the Squares of the Diameter (d ‘) of the lesser to the
Square of the Diameter (D ) of the greater ; that is,
, This is so because the Forces are
.
*Note
f:F
dd DD
inversely as the Squares of the Distances from the Centres,
which are equal to half the Diameters.
3. Again : The Forces are as the Number of attract¬
ing Particles , which are as the Bulks or Magnitudes
of the Spheres, which are as the Cubes of the Diameter;
both these
therefore also f : F : : di : D 1;whence
5
d' D
: : d :D ;
Ratio ’s compounded give f : F : : — :
or, the Forces of Attraction are in proportion to the Dia¬
meters of the Spheres directly.
4 . Hence it follows, that were there a Perforation
made, and a Body to descend therein from the Surface
of the Earth to the Centre , its Gravity would always
decrease with the Distance from the Centre ; because in
every Place it might be consider’d as on that Surface of
a Sphere whose Diameter is equal to twice the Distance
from the Centre , and which is proportional to the
Sphere’s Attraction ; the Parts of the Earth above the
Body being only Part of a Spherical Shell, which has
no Effect on the Body, as was shewn above.

G 4
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entirely depends on the Principle of Gra¬
vitation , we come immediately to consider
the Object thereof , "viz. the Nature , Kinds,
and various AffeEiions of Motion, and mov¬
ing Bodies; and the Structure and Mecha¬
nism of all Kinds of Machines , commonly
call’d Mechanical Powers , whether Simple
or Compound.
MOTION is the continual and succes¬
sive Change of Space, and is either Absolute
or Relative. Absolute Motion is the Change
of Absolute Space or Place of Bodies, as the
Flight of a Bird , the Motion of a Projec¬
tile , £?c. But Relative Motion is the Change
of Relative Space, or that which has Re¬
ference to some other Bodies : As of two
Ships under Sail, the Difference of their
Velocities is the Relative Motion of the Ship
failing fastest ; and is that alone which is
discernible by us. The fame is to be un¬
derstood of Absolute and Relative RestXX
(
).
Again

:

(XX ) To make this Matter yet plainer , we are to
consider, that Space is nothing else but an absolute and
infinite Void-, and that the Place of a Body is that Part
of the immense Void which it takes up or possesses; and
that Place may be considered either absolutely , or in it¬
self alone , and then it is called the Absolute Place of the
Body ; or else with Regard to the Place of some other
Body , and then it is call ’d the Relative or Apparent Place
of Bodies.
2 . Now

Mechanics.
Again Motion
:
is either Equable or Ac¬
celerated. Equable Motion is that by which
a Body
2. Now as Motion is only the Change of Place in
Bodies, ’tis evident that will come under the fame Dis¬
tinction of Absolute, and Relative or Apparent. All Mo¬
tion is in \tk \{Absolute,or the Change of Absolute Space;
but when the Motions of Bodies are consider’d and
compar’d with each other , then are they Relative and
Apparent only ; they are Relative, as they are compar’d
with each other ; and they are Apparent only , inasmuch
as not their true or absolute Motion, but the Sum or Dif¬
ference of the Motions only is perceivable by us.
3. In comparing the Motions of Bodies, we may
consider them as moving both the fame Way , or towards
contrary Parts ; in the first Cafe the Difference of the
Motions is only perceived by us, in the latter the Sum of
the Motions. Thus
for Example ; suppose two Ships,
A and B, set fail from the fame Port upon the fame
Rhumb , and that A fails at the Rate of five Miles per
Hour , and B at the Rate of three ; here the Difference
of the Velocities (viz. two Miles per Hour ) is that
by which the Ship A will appear to go from the Ship B
forwards, or the Ship B will appear at A to go with the
fame Velocity backwards, to a Spectator in either re¬
spectively.
4. If the two Ships A and B move with the fame De¬
gree of Velocity , then will the Difference be nothing,
and so neither Ship will appear to the other to move at
all. Hence it is, that tho’ the Earth is continually re¬
volving about its Axis , yet as all Objects on its Surface
partake of the fame common Motion , they appear not
to move at all, but are relatively at Rest.
5. If the two Ships A and B, with the Degrees of
Velocity as above, meet each other ; the one will ap¬
pear to a Spectator in the other to move with the Sum of
both Velocities, viz. at the Rate of eight Miles per Hour;
so that in this Cafe the Apparent Motion exceeds the Drue,
as in the other it fell short of it . Hence the Reason
why a Person riding againjl the Wind finds the P'orce of

«9
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a Body passes over equal Spaces in equal
Times . Accelerated Motion is that which
is continually augmented or increased ; as
Retarded Motion is that which continually
decreases : And if the Increase or Decrease
of Motion be equal in equal Times , the
Motion is then said to be equably accelerated
or retarded XXI
(
).
The
it much greater than it really is, whereas if he rides
with it, he finds it less.
Scholium.

6. The Reason of all these different Phænomena of
Motion will be evident if we only consider, that we must
be absolutely at Rest, if we would discern the true or
real Motion of Bodies about us. Thus a Person on the
Strand will observe the Ships failing with their real Velocity ; a Person standing still will experience the true
Strength and Velocity of the Wind ; and a Person pla¬
ced in the Regions between the Planets will view all their
true Motions ; which he cannot otherwise do, because
in all other Cafes the Spectator’s own Motion must be
added to, or subducted from, that of the moving Body;
and the Sum or Difference is therefore the Apparent or
Relative Motion, and not the True.
(XXI ) i . Equable Motion is generated by a single
Impetus or Stroke ; thus the Motion of a Ball from a
Cannon is produced by the single Action of the
Powder in the first Moment , and therefore the Ve¬
locity it first sets out with would always continue the
fame, were it void of Gravity , and to move in an un¬
resisting Medium , which therefore would be always
equable, or such as would carry it through the fame
Length of Space in every equal Part of Time.
2. Accelerated
. Motion is produced by a constant Im¬
pulse, or Power which keeps continually acting upon
the Body, as that of Gravity , which produces the Motion
pf Falling Bodies, which Sort of Motion is constantly
2 accelerated,

:
.

;

j
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Thf . Celerity or Velocity of Motion is that
Affection by which a Body passes over a
given Space in a given ’Time, or what we

com-

accelerated, because Gravity every Moment adds a new
Impulse , which generates a new Degree of Velocity;
and the Velocity thus increasing the Motion must be
quicken ’d each Moment , or fall faster and faster the
longer it falls.
3. In like Manner , a Body thrown perpendicularly
upward , as a Ball from a Cannon , will have its Motion
continually retarded, because Gravity acts constantly up¬
on it in a Direction contrary to that given it by the
Powder , so that its Velocity upwards must be continu¬
ally diminished, and so its Motion is continually retard¬
ed, t ;ll at last it be all destroy’d. The Body has then
attain ’d its utmost Height , and is for a Moment mo¬
tionless, after which it begins to descend with a Velo¬
city in the same Manner accelerated, till it comes to the
Earth ’s Surface.
4. And because at a small Distance from the Earth ' s
Surface, the Power of Gravity is every where the same,
it follows, that in equal Moments of Time the Im¬
pulses on the Body will be equal, which will therefore ge¬
nerate an equal Increase of Velocity each Moment , and
of Consequence the Motion resulting from thence will
be equally quicken ’d if downwards, or retarded if up¬
wards, in Mediums without Resistance.
5. In this Cafe we may observe in Bodies that are
projected upwards, ( 1.) That the Time of the Ascent
is equal to that of the Descent. (2.) That at equal
Heights above the Earth , the Velocity in the Ascent
and Descent is equal, or the fame ; and therefore, ( 3.)
That the Velocity acquired (by falling) at the Earth ’s
Surface, is equal to that which is generated by the Pow¬
der, or other Impetuswhich
(
threw it up ) in the first
Moment of its Motion . What Difference will arise
from a resist ng Medium ( as to Projectiles thrown up in
the Air , tdc.) will be hereafter more fully consider’d arid
specified.

1,
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commonly call the Swiftness or Slowness of
Motion (XXII ).

The Momentum
or Quantity of Mo- j
is all that Power or Force which a mov - ''

tion

ing Body has to affect or strike any Ob- |
stacle or Impediment which opposes its ;
Motion , and is equal to that impressed
Force
(XXII ) r . From the above Definitions we may determine the Theorems , for the Expressions of the Time
(T, ) the Velocity (V ), and the Space (S) passed over in
Equable or Uniform Motion , very easily thus :
2. If the Time be given, or the fame ; the Space pas¬
sed over will be as the Velocity
, viz. S : V ; that is, with
twice the Velocity , twice the Space ; with three Times
the Velocity , three Times the Space, will be pafs’d over
in the fame Time ; and so on.
3. If the Velocity be given, or remain the fame ;
then the Space pass’d over will be as t .' e Time(
viz . S : T )
that is, it will be the greater or lesser as the Time is so.
4. But if neither the Time nor Velocity be given, or
known ; then will the Space be in the compound Ratio of
bothy viz . S : TV .
S
5. Hence, in general, since S : TV , we have V : — .
that is, the

Velocity is always directly as the Space, and
inversely as the Time.

g

6. And also T : — > that is,

the Time is as the

Space

directly, and as
PI. III.
Fi g- 5-

the Velocity inversely;or , in other Words,
it increases with the Space, and decreases with the Velocity.
7. If therefore in any Rectangle ABCD one Side AB

represent the Time , and the other Side BC the Velo¬
city, ’tis evident the Area of the said Rectangle will re¬
present the Space pass’d over by an uniform Motion in
the Time AB and with the Velocity BC.

'

J

<

j
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Force by which the Body is compell ’d to
change its Place.
the Force of a Body is greater or
Since
lesser as the Quantity of Matter is so, when
the Velocity of its Motion is the fame ; al¬
so since the said Force in the same Body is
proportional to its Velocity : Therefore it
follows , that the Momentum or Force of
Bodies in Motion is in the compound Ratio
of their Quantities of Matter and their Ve¬
Thus if one Body A PlattllL
locities conjointly .
strike an Obstacle X , with 3 Parts of Mat¬ F 'g - 3ter and 9 Degrees of Celerity ; and another
Body B strike it with 5 Parts of Matter , and
7 Degrees of Celerity ; the Momenta of the
respective Strokes will be as 27 to 35
(XXIII ).
The

I
i*
^
|
|
?
(;
''

(XXIII ) Since the MomentumM( ) of a Body is
compounded of the Quantity of Matter (QJ , and the
Velocity ( V ), we have this general Expression M —QV,
for the Force of any Body A ; and suppose the Force of
another Body B be represented by the same Fetters
in Italicks, viz. M —QV.
2. Let the two Bodies A and B in Motion impinge
on each other directly ; if they tend-both the fame Way,
the Sum of their Motions towards the fame Part will be
if they tend towards contrary Parts,
QVBut
or meet, then the Sum of their Motions toward the
; for since the Motion of
fame Part will be QV —
one of the Bodies is contrary to what it was before, it
must be connected by a contrary Si?n. Or thus ; because when the Motion of B conspires with that of A, it
is added to it ; so when it is contrary , it is subducted
from it, and the Sum or Difference of the absolute Motions
is
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The general Laws of Motion which
all Bodies observe, are the three following,

viz.

LAW
is the whole Relative Motion, or that which is made to¬
wards the fame Part.
3. Again , this total Motion towards the fame Parts
is the fame both before and after the Stroke, in cafe
the two Bodies A and B impinge on each other ; be¬
cause whatever Change of Motion is made in one of
these Bodies by the Stroke, the fame is produced in the
other Body towards the fame Part ; that is, as much as
the Motion of B is increased or decreased towards the
fame Part by the Action of A, just so much is the Mo¬
tion of A diminished or augmented towards the fame
Part by the equal Re-action of B, by the third Law of
Motion.
4. In Bodies not elajiic, let jc be the Velocity of the
Bodies after the Stroke ( for since we suppose them not
elastic, there can be nothing to separate them after Col¬
lision, they must therefore both go on together, or with
the same Celerity ). Then the Sum of the Motions after
Collision will be Qy -(-^ y ; whence if the Bodies tend
the fame Way , we have QVct -j^ FhzQy -f-jlJy, or if
they meet, QV —j^ T= 4jy+ i ?y ; and accordingly

pi. IV.
Fig. i.

w
_,' oy
-$rQ.+ 3 .
Q.+ 3,

5. If the Body (B) be at rest, then V—o, and the
Velocity of the Bodies after the Stroke will be

.

.Q

.

— x. Thus
if the Bodies be equal [viz. and
A with 10 Degrees of Velocity impinge on B
PI. IV.
Fig . 2.

then

.+ 3.
at

rest;

^

- - ^ = 5 = *. IfQ = ^ ., andV : V: 10
:
QV -L<s)V 16
: 6 ; we have—
Q.+ S. —— r8 = ^, the Velocity after
the Stroke,

6. If
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LAW I. Every Body will continue in its
State of Reft or moving uniformly in a Right
Line,
6. If the Bodies are both in Motion, and terul to- Plate IV.
wards opposite Parts , or meet ; then when Q_~ i0fand Fig . 3.
V —V,tis
’

plain

QV—§>V

o~

x\

that is, the Bodies

which meet with equal Bulks and Velocities will dejlroy each
other’s Motion after the Stroke, and remain at refi. If

Q = £ , but V : V : : 6 : 14, then

i

— — 4 = — x ; which shews that equal Bodies meeting
with unequal Velocities
, they will after the Stroke both go
on the fame Way which the mojl prevalent Body moved before.

7. If the Velocity
_
..
Quantities

of

oy+£>v

Matter Qand E , we

be multiplied by the
sir

all

O '-V + O ^ V
have-

= the

Momentum

Q 'VGr±6) 1V
of A after the Stroke : and- -r r —r- Q.+ 3.

— the

Momentum

ofB. Therefore QV -

Q'V±Q £>V
——■
—

--

_ Q£ V± ^ Qy l OS.
X V ±V the
—
Quantity
Q-v -si
0 .4-E
of Motion lost in A after the Stroke, and consequently
is equal to what is gained in B, as may be shewn in the
fame Manner.
8. But since a Part

LL

this Expression (viz. jQ.+ 4L> is
constant, the Loss of Motion will be ever proportional
to the other Part V ±V. But
this Loss or Change of
Motion in either Body is the whole Effect, and so mea¬
sures the Magnitude or Energy of the Stroke . Where¬
fore
of

Fi S- 4«
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Line , except so far as it is compeWd to change
that State by Forces impressed.

LAW

fore ; ,iy two Bodies, not elastic, strike each other with
a Stroke always proportional to the Sum of their Velo¬
cities (V + Fj if they meet, or to the Difference of their
Velocities ( V— V) if they tend the fame Way.
9. Hence if one Body (B) be at rest before the Stroke,
then V—o-, and the Magnitude of the Stroke will be as
V , that is, as the Velocity of the moving Body A ; and
not as the Square of its Velocity, as many Philosophers
(viz. the Dutch and Italians) maintain.
10. In Bodies perfectly elastic, the restituent Power
or Spring, by which the Parts displaced by the Stroke
restore themselves to their first Situation , is equal to the
Force imprefs’d, because it produces an equal Effect;
therefore in this Sort of Bodies, there is a Power of Ac¬
tion twice as great as in the former Non - elastic Bodies,
for these Bodies not only strike each other by Impulse,
but likewise by Repulse, they always repelling each other
after the Stroke.
11. But we have shewn that the Force with which
Non -elastic Bodies strike each other is as V + F;
therefore the Re-action of Elastic Bodies is the fame;
that is, the Velocity with which Elastic Bodies re¬
cede from each other after the Stroke is equal to the Ve¬
locity with which they approach’d each other before the
Stroke . Whence if * and y be the Velocities of two Bo¬
dies A and B, tending the fame Way , after the Stroke,
stnee V— V—y—x, we have x-f-V— V—y whence
;
the
Motion of A after the Stroke will beQ _y, and that of
B will be
—j^F ; and the Sum of these Mo¬
tions will be equal to the Sum of the Motions before the
Stroke, viz. Qy + i^ r-h ^ V— <%V= QV fj- ^F. Whence
by reducing the Equation , it will be Qy + i^y—QY—
$y + 2$>V; and § =

— the Velocity

of the Body A.
12. Again
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LAW II. The Change of Motion is al¬
ways proportional to the moving Force im¬
press's
12. Again , the Velocity of B is x j - - V — V—

Qy- £v+2$r .
Q.+ 3.

r^ oy- QF+W

+V

-E

Here we have supposed the Bodies tend the fame Way
before the Stroke ; and it is evident from the Equation
above, that so long as QV + 2£>V is greater than j^V,
the Velocity (*) of A after the Stroke will be affirmative,
or the Body A will move the fame Way after the Stroke
as before ; but when j^V is greater than QV -s- 2?V,
the Velocity (x) will be negative, or the Body A wul
be reflected back.
13. If the Body B be at rest, then V—o\ and /v—
QV —A>V
—
; which shews the Body A will go forwards
or backwards, as QV is greater or lesser than j^V , or
A greater or lesser than B.
14. If Q_= 3, E —2, and V = xo, and V—o ; then Plate IV.
QV — EV
Fig - 5after the Stroke the Velocity of A will be
Q.+ Z ~~
-go

5
=

10

~ 7 _2 ’ and the Velocity of B will be /

2 QV
60
-v 12
= — =

Q.4--^

s

lion , and

.,
. If the Bodies are both in Mo-

the rest the fame as before ; then

Q.V —4W + 2£>V

= 6 = Velocity of A after the

2Q.V—o y+ %y_

Stroke, and >

ir = V elocity Fig . 6.
Q. + 4 J.
of B after the Stroke.
15. If the Bodies A and B move towards contrary
Parts , or meet each other , then will the Relative Ve¬
locity, to which the Force of the Stroke is proportional,
beV -f-ss, and so the Velocities of A and B after the
Stroke will be x and .r 4- V 4 - V ; and so the Motion
Vol . I .
H
of
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pressed, and is always made according td the
Right Line in which that Force is impress*d.>
LAW
tbe Sum of
(^,V^ -

-j- i^,V -fof A will be Qx and
these Motions is Q _x — Qx j - - ^ V —
~

the

Motion

towards

QV _
Whence we have x- ——

Stroke .

and the Velocity of B will be

Fig. 7.

Part
G>

the

before

V—2$ V

Q_+ 4i
Qy —$y —2%F
0 .+ 3 .

2q v + Qj - $r

+ F

pi . iv.

fame

the

1

16. If Q_V -f- 2 4^ be greater than Q_V, the Mo¬
tion of the Body A will be backwards ; otherwise it
will go on forwards as before. If Q_= 3, E — 2, V
— ic>, and V~ 5 ; then will the Velocity of A be
— 10
Q _V — £ V — 2
— — — - - - 2, and so the Body
—A will go back with two Degrees

of

Velocity . The Ve¬

^ £ — idJL
locity of B, after the Stroke, will be-2-S^ Y_i .+
4L

7Q

— 13.

17. If the Bodies are equal, that is, if Q = ^ , then
_ _0 ®
~ — y which shews, that when equal
—
2
Fig. 8. Bodies meet each other , they are reflected back with in¬
terchanged Velocities ; for in that Cafe also the Velo2 () 'V
city of B becomes — -77—= V. An Example of this
1 2Q_
you have in Fig. 8 , of Plate IV.
18. If the Bodies are equal, and one of them at rest,
; then since Q= 4^, and V —o we have the Ve¬
B
as
Fig . 9.
locity of A after the Stroke x —0 ,■or the Body A will
abide at rest, and the Velocity of B will be — V , the
Velocity of A before the Impulle , as appears by the Ex¬
ample of Fig. 9.
19. If several Bodies, B, C , D , E , F , are contiguous
Fig. 10.
in a Right Line , if another equal Body A strike B with
any
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Re-a5lion is always equal and

contrary to ASlion ; or the Actions of two
Bodies
any given Velocity, it shall lose all its Motion, or be
quiescent after the Stroke; the Body B which receives
it will communicate it to C, and C to D , and D to E,
and E to F ; and because Action and Re-action between
the Bodies B, C, D , E , are equal, as they were quies¬
cent before, they must continue so ; but the Body E
having no other Body to re- act upon it, has nothing to
Obstruct its Motidn, it will therefore move on with the
same Velocity which A had at first, because it has all
the Motion of A, and the same Quantity of Matter by
Hypothesis.
20. Let there be three Bodies A , B, C ; and let A Eig, in
strikeB at rest; the Velocity generated in B by the Stroke
2 QV
will be y ■= ■——, and so the Momentum of B will be
'4 . 1 *c

2Q v &
■. — g-"-'— E ?' With this Momentum B will strikeC
“4.
at rest and contiguous to it ; the Velocity generated in
2 £9 y
2$ yC
C will be ~~ ~ ; and its Momentum will be ,s
=
4i+ C
G
4 Q_V 9 C
2 ac x 2 qv
ELC
21. If now we supposeB a variable Quantity, while
A and C remain the same, we shall find what Propor¬
tion it must have to each of them in order that the Mo¬
mentum of C may be a Maximum
t or the greatest pos¬
sible, by putting the Fluxion thereof equal to nothing j
that is,

4Q .- OVE - 4Q .CEE

<ECst
- QEI -EC -hE !-

0 ; whence

we

get Q_C — EE — o, and so Q_C — EE - conse¬
quently Q_: E ' - E - C, orA : B : : B : C; that is,
the Body B is a Geometrical Mean between A and C.
22. Hence if there be any Number (n) of Bodies ist
a Geometrical Ratio(r) to each other; and the first be
H 2
A.
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Bodies upon each other are always equal, and
in contrary Directions: That is, by Action and
ReA , the second will be r A , the third r* A, and so on to
the last, which will be r" -1 A.
23 . Also, the Velocity of the first being V , that of
2V
2 OV
2AV
the second will be — , (for
is here- . A — A
rr

) that of the third
that of the fourth
t + rS
1 -j- r
8V
, and so on to the last, which will be

1 + rJ

2
i+r
24. The Momentum of the first will be A V , that of
2 r AV
, ,
4 r *AV
the second- :— , that of the third
that oC
1+
1+ r
8 r 3A V
the fourth
and so on to the last, which will be
1 + r*

2r 1”

v.

i + rl
25. To give an Example ; lfn = ioo, and r — 2 ;
then will the first Body A be to the last r" -1 A, as 1 to
633825300000000000000000000000 , nearly ; and its
Velocity to that of the last nearly as 27x022000000000000
to 1 : Lastly, the Momentum of the first to the last will
be nearly as 1 to 2338480000000.
26. If the Number (») of Bodies be requited , and
the Ratio of the Momenta of the first and last be given,
as 1 to M , and the Ratio of the Series r given also;
then putting — — - - R , we have the Momentum of the
last Body express’d by- ^ - [
— M = R B—1; there¬
fore the Logarithm of M is equal to die Logarithm of R
multiplied
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Re-aBion equal Changes of Motion are pro¬
duced in Bodies aiding upon each other ; and
these Changes are impress'd towards contrary
Parts.
0
The

first of these Lawtf is founded

on

the Vis Inertia of Matter , whereby it is
indifferently disposed to persevere in its
State of Motion or Rest. It is not more
evident that Matter at Rest requires an
extrinsic Power to give it Motion , than
that , when in Motion , the Force of some
other Body resisting it is necessary to bring
it to a State of Rest. For want of such
Resistance we see the Planets and Comets
long conserve their Motions undiminifhed;
while moving Bowls, and Wheels , are
gradually reduced to a State of rest, by
the Friction or Rubbing of the Parts on
which they move, against contiguous re¬
sisting Bodies ; as is evident by the Expe¬
riment of the Axis in Peritrochio , moving
first on fixed Parts , and afterwards on
FriBion - Wheels.
From

ther

this Law , and what

demonstrated

multiplied by the Power
X /. R ; consequently
bodies required.

hereafter ,

rt—

will

be far¬

it follows,
that

j ; that is, /, M — n—I

-f- \ — n, the Number of

H z
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that no perpetual Motion can be effected, at
least by any human Power , with Bodies in a
resisting Medium.
By

Platelll.
F 'g - 4-

the Jkcond

Law

we

are

instructed

how to estimate the Sum of the Motions
of Bodies moving the fame or contrary
Ways , when they directly strike, or im¬
pinge on each other , Also we hence learn
the Compojition and Resolution of Motion aris¬
ing from Forces imprefs ’d in oblique Di¬
rections ; a Doctrine of the utmost Use in
Philosophy , and the Foundation of all
Mechanics. To
illustrate this : Let the Body
B at rest be impell ’d by the Body A in the
Direction b c, with
a Force that would,
in a given Time , cause it to move from
b to c; at the same Instant , let another
Body C strike it in the Direction b d, with
a Force that will carry it from b to d in
the same Time ; then compleat the paral¬
lelogram b ce d, and
draw the Diagonal
b that
will represent the Direction and
Distance through which the Body wist
move in the same Time by both the Forces
conjointly (XXIV ).
The
(XXIV . ) This is evident if we consider that theForc?
impress’d by the Body C does no wavs diminish the Ve¬
locity of a Body approaching to the Line c e, at the End
of the given Time , and therefore it will then be found
some-
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third, general

103
Law

is founded on

and Experience : We know from
the

somewhere In the said Line ce. For the same Reason it
will at the End of the said Time be carried to a Distance
from be equal to bd, and therefore it must also at the
same Moment be found somewhere in the Line de ,- but
it cannot be in the Line ce and de at the same Time ;
unless in that Point e, where they intersect each other,
as the Proposition asserts.
2. We may now conceive the Body B moving by the
single Impulse of some Power in the Direction be, such
as will carry it thro ’ the Space be in a given 'I' ime:
then this may be resolved into any other two Forces
acting in the Directions be or de, and b d or ce, which
Lines will also represent the Efficacy of the laid Forces
in the fame Time.
3. This Doctrine of the Composition and Resolution
of Forces will be found of very frequent Use ; and will
be farther illustrated in an Application to the Doctrine
of Oblique Percussion, as follows. Let the Body A im¬ Plates V.
pinge on B at rest in the Direction A C , which be¬ Fig . 12,
cause it does not go through the Center of the Body B,
the Stroke will not be Direct, but Oblique; and let the
Force of the Stroke be represented by the said Line
AC.

4. This Force A C may be resolved into the two
Forces A I, and I C ; the former of which being pa¬
rallel to the horizontal Line G F , cannot affect the
Body B at all ; for the Motion in that Line would only
pass by the Superficies of B, and touch the uppermost
Point without any Stroke or Force to remove it.
5. But that Part of the Stroke represented by I C,
passes thro’ the Center of B, and therefore expresses
the whole Force with which the Body A strikes it in
the Direction A C . Therefore the Force of an oblique
Stroke is to the Force of a direct Stroke, as I C to A C,
paffng through the Center of the Body B,

H 4

6. Now
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the Nature of Attraction or Gravity , that
if a Stone fall towards the Earth , the
Quantity
6 . Now since IC = AG , we have this Analogy , The
direct Stroke is to the oblique Stroke, as A C to A G , that
is , as Radius to the Sine of the Angle of Inclination
ACGWhence , it is evident , the less this Angle is , the more
oblique the Stroke , and the less its Force , because the
less must AG ( =; IC ) be in respect of AC.
7 . If the Bodies A , B , are Non -elaftic, in the Line
GF , take CF = CG = AI , and this will be the horizon¬
tal Velocity of A after the Stroke, which will be
the
fame as before, and since the whole Force I C of the
Striking Body A is known , we can find (by Annot.
XXIII . 7. ) what Part thereof remains after the Stroke,
which let be exprefs ’d byFD , ( taken fromF totheRight)
then drawing CD it shall represent the Motion and Di¬
rection of A after the Stroke , while B will go on towards
E with the Motion BE generated by the Stroke , (
which
also may be found as before ) and will be equal to F D,
if the Bodies A and B are equal.
8 . If the Bodies are Elajlic , and B less than A , the
Direction of A after the Stroke , {vise. CD) will make
an Acute Angle with BE the Direction of B , or lie
011
the Right of CF . If B be greater than A , it will
be
reflected so that CD will make an obtuse Angle with
C £ , or lie on the left of it . But if both the Bodies
are
equal , the whole Motion of A in the Direction CE will
be destroyed ( by Annot. XXIII . 19. ) and it will
proceed
with only the horizontal Velocity in the Direction CF,
making a right Angle wsth CE , the Direction of B.
9 . It two Bodies A , J , in Motion , impinge on each
other in the Point C in the oblique Directions AC , BC,
these are each resolvable into two , viz. AE and EC,
PlatelV . and BD and DC . Now since EC and DC are
paral■f‘3 ’ I 3- lei , they cannot obstruct each other , so
will be the same
after the Stroke as before it . But AE and BD , being
opposite , will express the Forces with which the Bodies
strike each other directly , and may be found by the
Rules above delivered.
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Quantity of Motion both in the Earth and
Stone is the fame . That the Iron attracts
the Loadstone with an equal Power of
Magnetism , is evident by Experiment.
That ASlion and Re- aElion are equal be¬
tween impinging Bodies , or that the fame
Quantity of Motion that is generated in
one Body is destroy’d in the other by the
Stroke , whether the Bodies be elafiic or

non-elaflic, will also be made apparent to
the Senses by Experiment . Whence also
it will appear, that the Action or Effect of

elajlic

Bodies

is

twice as great, as that of

Bodies void of Elasticity (XXV ).
From
10. If then we make CiscrCE , and CD —CD Al¬
:
CG = Motion of A after the Stroke, and C/ '—Mo¬
tion of B, and compleat the Parallelograms EG, and
DF , their Diagonals CA and C B will be the Directions,
and express the Velocities A and B after the Stroke.
This Construction is general, and may be accommo¬
dated to particular Cafes, varying with the Magnitudes
and Velocities, isfe. of the impinging Bodies.
(XXV ) Let Qj = Quantity of Matter in the Earth,
and V — the Velocity with which it moves by Attraction;
and let q and v denote the fame Things in the falling
Stone ; then since the Earth and Stone act mutually on
each other by Attraction , the Velocity of each, and
consequently the Spaces they describe in the same Time,
will be as the Power acting on each Body, which there¬
fore will be inversely as the Quantities of Matter in each :
Consequently Q_: q ; : v V
: ; and so QV —qv, or the
Momentum of the Earth is equal to that of the falling
Body.
so

3

r. In
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From this Law we have a Solution of
divers Fhænomena otherwise

not to be ac¬
counted

2. In like Manner , when a Horse draws aStojie, the
Cord being equally stretch’d between both, acts equally
upon both, and that which has least Resistance yields,
and is drawn along. This is usually the Case of the
Stone ; but if its Weight be increased, and therewith its
Resistance, till it be equal or greater than that of the
Horse, then neither Horse nor Stone will move ; unlesi
the Stone be laid on a Descent, and then it will move the
contrary Way , and draw the Horse after it.
3. In the same Manner we may understand how
Rowing , Swimming, Flying , tsfc. is performed; for
the Boat, the Fish, and the Bird, are Bodies easily
moveable with the least Impetus, but the Water and
Air in which they move, tho’ fluid Bodies, yet give
great Resistance to others which strike them , or re-act
with an equal Force, in a contrary Direction ; and by
this Means impel the Boat, the Fish, and Bird in a Di¬
rection nearly contrary to that in which they strike it,
and with an equal Force.
4 . Mersennus tells us a Cannon 12 Feet in Length,
weighing 6400 Ib. gives a Ball of 24 Ib. an uniform Ve¬
locity at the Rate of 640 Feet per Second. Put w— 6400,
24, v —640, v —Velocity , with which the Cannon
recoils. Now since the Momentunt of the Cannon and
tw

=
Ball are equal, we have wv — ivv, and so v ——
0 A.

-^

—
- 2,4

, the Velocity of the Cannon ;

that

is,

it would recoil at the Rate of 2rb Feet per Second, if fref
to move.
5. But if the Cannon be flx'd, it will receive a Shock
or Pressure from the expansive Force of the Powder,
equal to the Pressure of a certain Weight , which Weight
may thus be found. As the Pqwdef constantly acts on
the Ball while in the Cannon , it will drive it along
With
J

■Mai
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counted for : As , why soft and unelast 'ic
Bodies retain the Itnprejfions of
others,
while
with an accelerated Velocity , which accelerated Velo¬
city will produce an uniform Velocity of 24 Feet in the
fame Time ( as we shall shew hereafter) when free from
the Cannon . And since the Ball goes at the Rate of
640 Feet per Second , it will pass over 24 Feet in ——

26 f
of a Second, which therefore is the Time of its passing
thro’ the Cannon.
6. Now since in accelerated Velocities the Spaces
passed over are as the Squares of the Times , therefore
as- i -J; i 1% or as

1"

is to Ibf ’V71( =

; ; ) so is ir

Feet to 85335: Feet , which the Ball would be carried
through in one Second by the accelerating Force of the
Powder.
7. But sipce the accelerating Force of Gravity gives the Ball a Weight of 24 Pounds , the greater accelerat¬
ing Force of the Powder will give it the Force of Weight
—12800 Pounds . For the Weights of Bodies are as
the accelerating Forces , and these are the Spaces pas¬
sed thro’ in the fame Time ; therefore 16 F . : 24 Ib. : :
8533j F . : 12800 Ib. as required.
8. But if the Cannon be free to recoil, Part .of this
Force will be spent in giving it a Velocity of 2,4 Feet in
a Second, and to find what Part of the whole Weight
12800 Pounds ; that is, we are to consider that as the
whole Force produces a Velocity of 640 Feet in a Se¬
cond one Way , so when the Piece recoils, this Velocity
is divided into two Parts in contrary Directions , viz. in¬
to 640—2,4 and 2,4 ; the whole Force therefore of
12800 Pound must be divided into Parts of the fame
Proportion ; thus , as 640— 2,4 : 2,4 : °. 637,6 : 2,4 : :
797 • 3 * : 12800 -W : § : - 797+ 3 ( - 800 ) : 3 :
12800 : ^—48 Pounds . Wherefore of the 12800 Pounds
only 48 are spent for giving a Recoil to the Cannon,
the other 12772 Pounds spend themselves in Pressure on
the Gun and Ball, giving it a Velocity of 637,6 Feed
per Second,

Mechanics.
while hard and elastic Bodies rebound with j
equal Force, and under equal Angles. Hence,
the Reason of Rowing with Oars, and the
Swimming of Fifes in Water ; also the
Flying of Birds in
Air ; the Recoiling of
Guns ; the retro -vertiginous Motion of the
Æolipile ; the Hydros atic Paradox ; and
many other Things hereafter occasionally
mentioned , are accountable for on this and
no other Principle.
W e proceed next to consider the Nature
of Motion belonging to Bodies which descend
freely by the Force of Gravity in Vacuo, or
an unresisting Medium : And this Kind of
Motion we shall find affected with the
following Properties , viz. i ( .) That it is
equably accelerated . (2.) That its Velo¬
city is always proportional to the Time of
the Fall. (3.) That the Spaces pasted
through are as the Squares of the Times or
Velocities . And therefore , (4.) That the
Velocity , and consequently the Momentum,
which is proportional thereto , is as the
Square Root of the Space descended
through .
(5.) That the Space pasted
through the first Second is very nearly
i6t '-cto Feet . (6.) That a Body will pass
over twice the Space in an horizontal Di¬
rection , with the last acquired Velocity of
the

j
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the descending
(XXVI ).

Body ,

in the same Time
Hence

(XXVI ) 1. It has been Ihewn (Annot. XXI . ) that
the Motion of a Body falling freely by its Gravity is
equably accelerated; and that its Velocity is at all Dijiances
proportional to the Time of the Fall, is evident from
hence , that in every equal Particle of Time , the Body
receives an equal Impulse from Gravity , which generates
an equal Increment of Velocity ; which , therefore, as
it increases with , must also be proportional to the
Times.
2. That the Spaces faffed thro’ are as the Squares of the
Times or Velocities is hence evident, that if the Time
of the Fall thro ’ a certain Space be represented by A 1,
and the Velocity acquired in the End of that Time be
drawing A a, the Triangle A 1a will represent
;
1a then
the Space pafs’d thro ’ in that Time . For if we conceive p] ate jj j
the Line A 1 to be divided into an infinite Number of p.
5*
equal Parts , and thro ’ each of these Divisions, Lines
drawn parallel to 1 a, these will represent the Velocities
in the several Particles of Time . Now the Space de¬
scribed in each Moment will be as the Velocity (because
for a Moment the Velocity may be considered as uni¬
form ) consequently the Sum of all the Spaces described
in the Moments in the Time Ax , will be as the Sum
of all the Velocities , or Lines parallel to 1a, which re¬
present them : But the Sum of all these Lines make up
the Area of the Triangle A1 a, therefore the whole Space
pafs’d thro ’ in the Time Ax will be as the Area of the
Triangle Ax a.
3. Therefore the Triangle Azb represents the Space
pafs’d thro ’ in the Time A2 , and the Triangle Azc the
Space passed thro ’ in the Time A3 , and so on. But
the Triangles Ai a, Alb , & c. are similar, and there¬
fore are to each other as the Squares of their Sides Ax,
is, The Spaces are as the
Al, or la , ib , is' c. That
Squares of the Times or Velocities.
4. Consequently the Velocities and Times of the Fall are
as the Square Roots of the Spaces pafs’d thro’; and since
the

no
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Hence it follows , that if one Leg AB
of a right - angled Triangle represent the

\Time
the Momentum of a Body is always M = QV , and in
this Cafe Q_being a given Quantity , we have M : V,
or the Momentum of the Body as the Velocity
, or as the
Square Root of the Height thro’ which the Body falls.
5. It has been found by very accurate Experiments
made by letting Bodies of various Sorts fall from the
Height of the Dome of St . Paul ’s, to the Pavement,
■ that Gravity accelerates Bodies in the beginning of their
Fall , at the Rate of 16,13 Feet in the first Second of
Time . This may also be otherways strewn a priori ,
because we demonstrate that the Time (T ) of the Vi¬
bration of a Pendulum ; (in the Arch of a Cycloid ) is to
the Time ( / ) of a Body’s falling thro ’ Half the
Length of the Pendulum ( ' L ) as the Circumference of
a Circle ( P ) to the Diameter ( D ). (Annotat.
XXVIII . 9.)
6. Again , it is found that the Length of a Pendulum
vibrating Seconds is 39,2 Inches . Now since T : t : :
P : D : 3,14159 : 1, we have T 1 : / * : : 314159 * : i * : 5
x :L-’ ; whence we have ^^ -1^x3,14159 *—16 Feet —
the Space descended in the Time of one Vibration,
or 1 Second.
PlatelH .
7- Since the Space pafs’d thro ’ by an uniform Motion
pi r. 5 .
in the Time AB with the Velocity BC is ABxBC —
ABCD —2ACB ; it is evident that a Body moving uni¬
formly with the last acquired Velocity BC of a descending
Body, wdlmove thro’ twice the Space in the ‘Tim? AB of
the Fall.
8. It is farther evident , that since the Spaces descended
thro ’ in each Second areas the odd Numbers , 1, 3, 5,
9, 11, -13, IZ,
and these Numbers constantly ap¬
proach nearer and nearer to an Equality , so the accele¬
rated Motion of the Descent does by Degrees approach
nearer and nearer to an uniform Motion ; thus the
Spaces 101, 103, 105, differ but little ; and the Spaces
JCO1, 1003, 1005, differ less ; but when we come
to

m
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of the Fall, and the other Leg B C the
Velocity acquired
at the End of the Fall;
then will the Area ABC of the Triangle
represent the Space passed through . And
hence the Spaces descended through at the
End of every Second will be as the Square
Numbers i . 4. 9. 16. 25 . 36. &c. and
therefore the Spaces passed through in each
Second separately will be as the odd Num¬
bers 1. 3. 5. 7. 9. ii . 13. 15. &c. as in
the Figure.
The next Sort of Motion is that of Bo¬
dies descending on inclined Planes , and
curved Surfaces, which we find distinguish¬
ed with the following Properties . ( 1.)
The Motion on the inclined Planes is equa¬
bly accelerated, as arising from Gravity.
(2.) The Force of Gravity compelling a
Body, as A , to descend on an inclined
Plane BD, is to the absolute Force of Gra - Pjate V.
ng . ivity as the Height of the Plane BC to its
Length BD. (3.) The Spaces descended
are
'Time

.

to the Spaces ioocooocor , 1000000003, 1000000005,
these are so very near equal , that the Motion may now
be esteemed uniform.
9. Is the Descent be in a refitting Medium, the Mo¬
tion will actually become uniform at a certain Distance,
and the sooner as the Medium is denser ; thus a Body
falling in Air will be longer in acquiring an uniform

Motion
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(4.)
are as the Squares of the Times .
The Times in which different Planes , BD,
BH , of the fame Altitude BC , are passed
Over, are as their Lengths respectively . (5.)
acquired by descending
The Velocities
through such Planes at the lowest Points,
DH , are all equal . (6 .) Therefore if a
Body

Motion than in Water , and in Quicksilver it will soon
obtain it ; because as the Density increases, so does the
Resistance, and consequently the Increments of Velocity
are annihilated in the fame Ratio , and the Motion re¬
duced to Uniformity.
10. Bodies of the fame Matter and Figures will sooner
come to an uniform Motion as the Magnitudes are les¬
ser ; for it is shewn (in Geometry ) that the Quantities
of Matter decrease in Bodies with the Cubes of the Dia¬
meters, but the Surfaces decrease only with the Squares
of the Diameters . And since the Resistance is propor¬
tional to the Surfaces of Bodies, moving in the fame
Medium with the fame Velocity , it will follow that
smaller Bodies will be more resisted than larger ones,
and so come sooner to an uniform Motion . Hence it is,
that a Body reduced to Powder descends very slowly and
with nearly an uniform Motion in Water , tho’ in the
Solid much heavier than Water . Also a Bullet soot
from a Gun will go much farther and with a greater
Velocity than a Charge cf small Shot of the fame
Weight , or a Ball of Cork of the fame Size, which in
Vacuo would go much farther than the Bullet , as ad¬
mitting a greater Velocity with a less Quantity of Mat¬
ter, from the fame Momentum of the Powder.
11. If Bodies (equal and homogeneous ) move in the
fame Medium with different Velocities, those which
move fastest will soonest acquire an uniform Motion,
since ( as will be shewn) the Resistance in such a Case
increases with the Squares of the Velocity . If the Ve¬
locity with which a Body is projected downwards be
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Body descends from the fame Height thro’
several contiguous Planes , ever so different
in Number or Situation , it will always ac¬
quire the fame Velocity in the lowest
Point.
(7 .) The Times or Velocities of
Bodies descending through Planes similarly
situated, qr alike inclined to the Horizon , as
DB, EC , will be as the Square Roots of Fig. 2.
their Lengths DB , EG (XXVII ).
From
equal to the uniform Motion of a free Descent, the Mo¬
tion will be every where uniform, because the Resis¬
tance of the Medium is equal to Gravity . But if a Bo¬

dy (as a Ball from a Cannon ) be projected with a Ve¬

locity greater than that , the Motion will be jx tarded,
inasmuch as the Resistance is now greater than Gravity,
and so will diminish the uniform Motion , arising from
the Equilibrium just mentioned.

12. Hence light Bodies (as an Arrow ) thrown di¬

rectly upwards , spend less Time in rising than falling,

because the Motion upwards is altogether retarded,

whereas that of the Descent is in some Part uniform-

the greater the Velocity with which a Body (as a
Bullet) enters a dense Medium (as Water ) the less
the Effect at a given Distance therein ; and with the
greater Force they are reflected or thrown out again,
when projected obliquely, as we fee in a Stone thus
thrown into the Water , &c.
(XXVII ) Let BD be an inclined Plane , A a Body
descending thereon ; from the Centre C draw CE per- Plat? VI
pendicular to the Plane , and CG perpendicular to the Fig. i.
Horizon or Base CD , and meeting the Plane in F.
Now since the Body gravitates in the Direction CF , let
CF represent the Weight of the Body or absolute Force
of Gravity ; this may be reloiv’d into two Forces , act¬
ing in the Direction CE and EF , of which the first ;s
perpendicular to the Plane , and is that by which it
Vol. I .
I
presses
Also
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From these Properties of Bodies descend¬
ing on Inclined Planes , we deduce the fol¬
lowing Corollaries , viz. 1 ( .) That the
Times in which a Body descends through
the
presses or acts upon the Plane ; but since the Plane
equally acts upon the Body in a contrary Direction , that
f orce CE is wholly destroy’d. The Remainder there¬
fore, EF , is that which carries the Body down the
Plane , as acting in a Direction parallel thereto ; and
this is called the relative Gravity.
2. Now because of the similar Triangles CFE,
DFG , DBC , we have CF : FE : : DF : FG : : BD : BC •
that is, the absolute Gravity CF is to the Res,dual or Re ¬
lative Gravity FE , as the Length of the Plane BD to the
Height thereof BC.
3. Also since the Triangles BDC and BCI are simi¬
lar (CI being drawn perpendicular to BD ) ; and since
the Spaces described in the same Time in the Perpen¬
dicular and on the Plane will be as the Powers of Gra¬
vity, or accelerating Forces in those Directions , that is,
as BD to BC , or as BC to BI ( for BD : BC : : BC :
BI ). Therefore BI will be the Distance descended on
the Plane in the same Time as a Body would descend
freely in the Perpendicular from B to C.
4. Since the Motion on the Plane is accelerated, the
Time of describing BI will be to the Time of describing
BD , as ^/BL : ctBD : : t T: ; and so P T: 2 BI:
::
BD j but , ( because BI : BC : : BC : BD ) we have BI :
BD : : Bl 2 BC
:
2; therefore r2 T: 2 : : ST : BC 2; and
so t : T : : BI : BC : : BC : BD;

of

describing

BI

through the Plane

its

consequently the 'Time

BC will be to the Time of descending
BD , as the Height of the Plane BC to

or

Length BD.
5. Hence the Time (T) of descending thro ’ any
other Plane BH of the same Height (Fig. 6 .) is to the
Time (i) of the Descent thro ’ the Perpendicular BC,
as BH to BC ; that is, T : t: BH
:
: BC ; but it is also
T : t : : BD : BC ; therefore ex œquo,ye\ have T : T : :
BD ;
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the Diameter BC , or any Chord BE of a
Circle, are equal . Hence , (2.) All the
Chords of a Circle are described in equal
Times . (3.) The Velocities acquired in
descending
BD : BH ; or the Times of descending thro’ several
BD , BH , of the fame Height, are as the Length
Planes.
6. The Velocity acquired in falling to C , is to the
Velocity at I asBC to Bl , (for the Velocities generated
in the fame Time , must be as the Powers which pro¬
duce them ). Also the Velocity at D is to that at I as
VBD to the v/BI ; or V : V : : VBD : t^ BI ; and
so V 1 : V1 : : BD : BI : : BC 2,:BI 1; therefore V : V : :
BC : BI ; since then the Velocity at C and D have
both the fame Ratio to the Velocity at I, they must be
equal to each other.
7. In the fame Manner it is shewn that the Velocity
at H is equal to the Velocity at C ; and consequently the
Velocities acquired in descending thro’ Inclined Planes
of the fame Height are always equal.
8. Hence a Body descending thro ’ several Inclined PlateVI.
Planes AF , FE , ED , contiguous to each other , will p' ja . 2t
have the fame Velocity at the Point D , as it would
s
have acquired in falling freely through the fame per¬
pendicular Height BC , for the Velocity at F is the fame
it would have had by descending thro ’ GF , which has
the fame Altitude ; and the Velocity at E is the fame
it would have gained by descending thro ’ BE ; conse¬
quently the Velocity of D is the fame it would acquire
by descending thro ’ BD ; and therefore the same it
would have by falling freely thro ’ the Perpendicular BC.
5. If now we suppose the Number of those conti¬
guous Planes infinite, and their Lengths infinitely
small, they will then constitute a Curve Line ,- whence
it follows, That a Body descending thro’ the Arch of
any Curve BH will acquire the fame Velocity in the
lowest Point H , as it would have at C, by falling
thro’ the lame perpendicular Height BC.
iv . If
Planes
cf the
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descending through any Arch of a Circle
EC , in the lowest Point C, is equal to that
which would be acquired in falling through
the fame perpendicular Height F C. (4.)
The Velocities acquired in descending
through the Chords IC , EC , of a Circle,
are,
10. If there are two Planes , BD and CE , similarly
situated, or alike inclined to the Horizon AE ; the Time
of the Descent on DB , will be to the Time of the De¬
scent on CE , as Square Roots of their Lengths ; for
the Time on BD is to the Time thro ’ BA, as DB to
BA (bv Art. 4 .) and the Time on CE is to the Time
thro ’ CA , as CE to CA ; but the Times thro ’ BA and
CA are as the Square Roots of BA and CA ; and since
by similar Triangles we have \/BA : v/CA : :
v/BL ) : v/CE , it follows, That the Times of Descent on
two similar Planes DB and CE are as the Square Roots of
their Lengths, or as \/B U to V"C r..
Plate V.
11. from what has been demonstrated in the prece¬
Fig. 1. ding Articles , it follows, ( 1.) That the Times of de¬
scending from B to I, and to E , are equal, being each
equal to the Time of Descent thro ’ the Perpendicular
B C . (2.) For the same Reason the Descent thro ’ IC
and EC , and consequently thro’ all the Chords of a
Circle , are equal. [ 3.) The Velocities at C acquired
by the said Descents are as the Lengths of the Chords
IC and EC . For since BC : EC : TEC : CE , we have

PlateVI.
Fi g- 3-

BC -

and for the fame Reason BC —
EC ]
Cr C
„EC„ 1 IC 1
Whence -rr^ — ——. ; and therefore IC : EC : :
_
l 'C_ - GC '
VGC : Pi C ; that is, as the Velocities in the De¬
scents thro ’ IC and EC . (4.) Lastly , since the Times
of jDefeent through the Planes D B and E C ave as
VDB to </E C , they will also be as v7Ba to ./Ca :
for DB : EC : : BA : CA.
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are , at the lowest Point C, as the Lengths
of those Chords . (5.) The Times of De¬
scent through Chords of similar Arches
DB , EC , are as the Square Roots of the
Semidiamcters AB, AC , of the respective
Circles.
From

these Properties , and their Corol - p]ate V.

is de- Fi g- 3laries , the Doctrine of Pendulums
is any Body B, sus¬
rived . A Pendulum
pended upon , and moveable about a Point
A , as a Centre . The Nature of a Pendu¬
lum consists in the following Particulars.
(1.) The Times of the Vibrations of a
Pendulum in very small Arches are all
equal . (2.) The Velocity of the Bob in
the lowest Point will be nearly as the
Length of the Chord of the Arch which it
describes in the Descent . (3.) The Times
of Vibration in different Pendulums , AB,
AC , are as the Square Roots of their
Lengths . (4.) Hence the Lengths of Pen¬
dulums AB, AC , are as the Squares of the
Times of their Vibrations . (5.) The Time
of one Vibration is to the Time of De¬
scent through half the Length of the Pen¬
dulum , as the Circumference of a Circle to
its Diameter . (6.) Whence the Length of
a Pendulum vibrating Seconds will be
found 39 Inches nearly ; and of an HalfSecond
I 3
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Fig . 4.

PlateVI,
Fig . 4.
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Second Pendulum

9,8 Inches . (7.) At;
uniform homogeneous Body BG, as a Rod,
Staff ,'c & . which is one third Part longer
than a Pendulum AD , will vibrate in the
fame Time with it (XXVIII ), (8.) This
Centre
(XXVIII ) x. As the Doctrine of Pendulums and
Time - keeping Instruments depends in a great Measure
upon the Cycloid, I think it necessary here to shew the
Nature and Use of that Curve , with regard thereto . If
a Circle ABC , insisting on a right Line AL , begin to
revolve in the Manner of a Wheel , from A towards L,
the Point A will by its twofold Motion describe the
Curve A C DIL , while the Circle makes one Revolu¬
tion from A to L,
2.

This

Curve is called the Cycloid

, and from the

Definition his evident ( 1.) That the Base of the Cy¬
cloid AL is equal to the Periphery of the generating
Circle ABC . (2 . ) The Axis of the Cycloid FD
is
equal to the Diameter of the said Circle . (3.) That
the Part of the Base KL is equal to the Arch of the
Circle IK . (4 .) Therefore KF ( —ME —IG ) is equaj
to the remaining Arch IH , or GD . (5. ) That the
Chord of the Circle KI is perpendicular to the Cycloid
in the Point I ; and (6.) Therefore the Chord HI
(being at right Angles with IK ) is a Tangent to the
Curve in the Point I . (7.) The said Tangent HI is
parallel to the Chord DG.
3. Parallel to El draw el infinitely near, and In
perpendicular thereto ; then will the Triangles DGE,
DGF , I ni, be similar, and so we have DE : DG : : DG:
DF : : I« : 1/ ; that is, ( putting DF — a, and DE = x,
DI = z, ) x : 4/a v. : : ^/a x : a : : x : i —1/
_-—
Vtf x
Fluxion of the Arch DI , whose Fluent is 24/ax =
2DG — the Arch DI ; and consequently , the Semicycloid DIL = 2DF , the Diameter of the generating
Circle,

4. Let
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4. Let AID be a Semicycloid inverted ; and suppose
a flexible String fasten’d at one End in A, and stretch’d
along the said Curve AID , so that the other End of the
String should be made to coincide with the Point D ;
whence the Length of the String will be equal to that
of the Curve : If now the End of the String be taken
from D , and with a tight Hand be drawn from the Cy¬
cloid, it will in its Evolution , describe the Curve DBC,
the Nature of which we are now to investigate.
5. Let the String, in evolving, be in any Situation
A1HB , then is IB ( called the Radius of Evolution) equal
to the Part of the Cycloid ID . Put 1 D —AH —a, DE
:= *, CO = y, CB = z, then is ni == x, B « = Op = >,
Bb — z. ,- and ( by Art. 3 .) DI — (IB —) 2^/a x, whose
" 1
Cli
Fluxion is x Ir — — ; therefore x X =
x
x
(I
x
' il —Tn l — ) — ——
x </— -

— Iwhence

I—

; but I » : Ir : : ca : c B : : s B : B - — 2 —

; and I / : » / : : I B : MB — %x;therefore
v/ «—.*•
BM — BN = MN = I Q_= ED = *. Conse¬
quently BH —HI ; and also CH — KA , because all
the Radii of Evolution (of which AC is the last) are
bisected by the base L D ; therefore CK — OK =
y — fa —x, and so ss “
- )'; whence
—*~
aOC
the
;
z — 2 if ay consequently
;
y a therefore
f y
Curve CBD , having the same Property with AID , is
every Way equal and similar thereto.
6. Whence it appears that if AC be the Length of a
Pendulum so disposed, as to vibrate between the two
Semicycloids AD and AL , the Bob will describe in its
Motion the Cycloid DCL . The Properties of which
Motion will now easily appear : For with respect to the
Velocity
I 4

S*

I 20
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Velocity acquired by descending thro ’ any Arch R C or
BC , it is always as \/U C which is as the Chord
SC = ^ RC > consequently the Velocity at C is every
where as the Space passed through, or as the Arch of the
Cycloid described in the Descent.
7. But since it is always SzTV,
in all Kind of
Motions ; if in any Cafe S be as V , ’tis evident T must
be a given Quantity , or always the fame. That is,
When the Spaces (S, s,) are as the Velocities (V, v,)
the Times (T , t, ) will be always equal ; and therefore
all the Arches of a Cycloid, great or small, are described in
equal Times.
8. If we put C K = a, K O = x, then will 2 S C —
RC — 2 “Ja a — ax ,- if the Descent be from L to R , the
Velocity at R will be \/ x — \ /O K . Now C O :
CS ( : : CS : CK ) : : Rj Rr
:

= - - a-* - the
- *,
%/ aa—ax

Fluxion of the Arch LR , which divided by the Velo¬
city \/ x gives the Fluxion of the Time = — —' - —.
\/ aax—axx
_
ox
ax ,
- ~r=.- : but. ;
.. . is r= the fluxion
\A a X S/ ax—xx
ax—xx
of the circular Arch K S ; therefore the Fluent of
the Time of Descent thro ’ L R is the Arch -2 — ;
v/T
wherefore when S coincides with C , DR will become
L C ; and so the Time of Descent thro ’ the Semicycloid will be
v/ a
9. Therefore the Time of Vibration thro ’ the whole
a KSC
Cycloid LCD is —
; and the Time of Descent
v a
thro ’ the Perpendicular KC =
have

V a

: 2\/ ~a : : 2KSC

a,

being as %v/ "^ we
: s.

The Time of. a
J
Vibration
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Vibration in the Cycloid is to the Time of Descent thro'
half its Length, as the Circumference of a Circle to its
Diameter, or as 3,14159 to 1.
10. If A C be the Length of a Pendulum vibrating
Seconds, it may be easily found, since it is known bv
most accurate Experiments , that a Body descends freely
by Gravity thro ’ 193s Inches in the first Second of
Time ; therefore by making this Analogy, as 3, 14159*
: T : : 193! : 19,6 = A K , and so A 0 = 39,2 Inches,
the Length of a second Pendulum, as required. And since
the Lengths are as the Squares of the Times of Vibra¬
tions , we have 4 . 1: 39,2
:
: 9,8 Inches , the Length
of an half-fecond Pendulum.
11. Since the Length of a Pendulum A C, for vi¬
brating Seconds, is to considerable, the Bob, without
the Cycloidal Cheeks A L and A D , will indeed de¬
scribe the Arch of a Circle , asf C e, when it vibrates,
but then this circular Arch will, for some Distance on
each Side the lowest Point C , coincide with the Cy¬
cloid very nearly ; as for Example , to g and h ,- and
hence it follows that a common Pendulum , vibrating
through very small Arches g h will perform all its Vi¬
brations in equal Times . And hence the above-men¬
tioned Cycloidal Checks came into Disuse,
12- Hence the Time of Descent through the Chord
C g is to the Time of Descent through the Arch of the
Circle or Cycloid belonging to it as 1/4 asupposing
(
i p
A C = : 2 a) to 2——, or as 2 « to f P, that is, as a to
* a
3A4 £59
0,7854 , or as 1 to 0,7854 , which is
the Proportion of a Square to its inscribed Circle.

13. In all that has been hitherto said, the Power of
Gravity has been supposed constantly the fame. But if
the said Power varies, the Lengths of Pendulums must
vary in the fame Proportion , in order that they rnay
vibrate in equal Times ; for we ,have shewn that the
Ratio of the Times of Vibration and Descent through
half the Lengths is given, and consequently the Times
of Vibration and Descent through the whole Length is
given ; But the Times of Vibration are supposed equal,
L

there-
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Centre of Oscillation E in the Rod, is also
the Centre of PercuJJion, or that Point in
which the Force of the Stroke is the greatest
possible (XXIX ).

PI. VI.
Fig . 6.

therefore the Times of Descent thro’ the Lengths of
the Pendulums are equal. But Bodies descending thro’
unequal Spaces in equal Times are impcll’d by Powers
that are as the Spaces described, that is, the Powers of
Gravity are as the Lengths of the Pendulums. See Annot.
XXVII . Art. 2 and 3.
(XXIX ) I. If AB be an uniform Rod vibrating
about the Point A, the Velocities of every Point D , C,
B, will be as the Arches D E , C F , BG described in
the same Time ; but those Arches are as AD , AC,
AB ; consequently the Velocity of every Point is propor¬
tional to its Distance from the Center of Motion A.
2. Therefore if 5 represent the Length of the
Line , it will represent also the Sum of all the Ve¬
locities, of which x will be the Fluxion ; therefore j
xx will be the Fluxion of the Momenta, and so
the Fluent — will be the Sum of all the Momenta,
2
which divided by the Quantity of Matter at, will give

;

—for an Expression of all the Velocities on each Side

the common Center of Gravity of all the Points , which '
therefore is in the middle Point of the Line A B.
;
3. In regard of striking an Object , the Momentum of
each Particle will be increased in Proportion to its Ve¬
locity and Distance from the Center A, and this is call’d
the Force of the Particle ; therefore if the Fluxion of
the Momenta x x be multiplied by the Velocity x, the i
Product xxx will be the Fluxion of the Forces of all
the Particles : The Fluent of which — will be the Sum
3
of all the Forces, which divided by the Sum of all the
x1

Momenta will
—
give \ x Distance
=
of the Center of
2
Forces from.the Point A. In this Center C , therefore,
th,e
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these Properties of the Pendulum

we may discern its Use as an universal
Chronometer

, or Regulator of Time , as

it is used in Clocks and such-like Machines.
J3y this Instrument also we can measure
the Distance of a Ship , by measuring the
Interval of Time between the Fire and
the Sound of the Gun ; also the Distance
of a Cloud , by numbering the Seconds or
Half -Seconds between the Lightning and
Thunder .
Thus , suppose between the
Lightning and Thunder we number 10
Seconds ;
then , because Sound passes
through 1143 Feet in one Second, we
have the Distance of the Cloud equal to
11420 Feet. Again ; the Height of any
lloom , or other Object , may be measured
by a Pendulum vibrating from the Top
thereof . Thus , suppose a Pendulum from
the Height of a Room vibrates once in
three Seconds ; then fay, As 1 is to the
Square
the Force of all the Particles will he united , and conse¬
quently this Point , and no other , will strike with the
Force of the whole Rod, which is therefore called the
Center of Percussion.
4. This Point is also the Center os Oscillation or Vi¬
bration-, for since it strikes with the Force of all the
Particles in the Line A B, it will move in the fame
Manner as if all the Particles were in that Point col¬
lected together, that is, it will oscillate or vibrate in the
fame Time with a single Pendulum , whose Length is
fcqual to that Distance , viz. f of A B.

3
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Square of 3, viz. 9 , so is 39,2 to 332,8
Feet, the Height required . Lastly , by the
Pendulum we dilcover the different Force
of Gravity on diverse Parts of the Earth ’s I
Surface , and thence the true Figure of the ‘
).
(
Earth XXX
The

(XXX ) 1. Since it is found by Experiment , that a
Pendulum under the Equator vibrating Seconds is shorter
by t'o of an Inch than such an one in our Latitude ; it ‘
follows, that the Gravity under the Equator is to the
Gravity with us, as 391 to 392 ; as being propor¬
tional to the Lengths of the Pendulums (Annotat. XXIII.
Art. 13 .) Whence it is evident the Surface of the
Earth is farther distant from the Center under the Equa¬
tor than in our Latitude , and therefore is not spherical.
What the true Figure is, and whence it proceeds, will
i
be shewn hereafter.
1
2. To the Uses of a Pendulum above-mentioned may
be added another most considerable, viz.. That a Pcndu~ j
lum is an universal Standard of Measure, because the
Length of any Pendulum is known by the Time of its
Vibration ; and therefore may be compared with the
Length of a Second Pendulum as a Standard . Thus
suppose a Japonese was enquiring the Length of the
Englijh Foot , and was told it made 100 Vibrations in
the Time a Second Pendulum made 55, he would im¬
mediately know the Time of a single Vibration in each
must be inversely as those Numbers , viz. as 55 to
100 ; and then, that the Lengths of those Pendulums
were as the Squares of the Times , viz. as too 1 : 55* !
: : 39,2 : 12 —the Length of one Foot.
3. Hence, if the Length of a Second Pendulum were
made to consist of 1000 equal Parts , the Lengths of
the Measure made use of by all Nations might be com¬
pared therewith , and exprefs’d in those Parts ; thus the
Englijh Foot would be found equal to 306,9 nearly ;
thus for
for as 39,2 : 12 : : 1000 : 306,9 sere. And
any other. If this Method of ascertaining the Mea¬
sures
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greatest Inconvenience attending
this most useful Instrument is, that it is con¬
stantly liable to an Alteration of its Length
from the Effects of Heat and Cold, which very
sensibly expand and contract all Metalline
Bodies , as will be very evident by the Pyro¬
meter XXXI
(
).
When
sures were used by all Nations , it would entirely pre¬
clude all Doubts and Obscurity in this Affair to Po¬
sterity.
(XXXI .) i . The Pyrometer
which I have con- PlateVI.
trived to strew the Extension of heated Metals , £ffr. is f'jg>g.
perhaps the most simple, exact, and easy, that the Na¬
ture of such a Machine will admit; and the Manner of
computing i s Effect is as follows :
2. AB is the Diameter of the Axis or Spindle on
which the heated metalline Bar is laid, and is moved by
its Extension ; on the other End is fixed a small Wheel
ODE, which is connected by a silken Thread to a
small Pinion Wheel G H, which on its Extremity car¬
ries a fine Index over the Divisions of a large graduated
Circle I K L.
3. Now admitting the metalline Rod extends Part of an Inch , it is plain the Circumference of the
Axis A B, on which it lies, must be moved through the
fame Space ; and supposing the Wheel D E to be in
Diameter 10 Times as large as the laid Axle A B, the
Motion at D will be 10 Times as great, or the Point
D will move through Tct 0- Part of an Inch . But
just so much as D moves, will the Periphery of the
Pinion GH move, they both moving with the fame
Thread ; if therefore the Circle I K L be in Diameter
10 Times as large as that of the Pinion G H, the Mo - ■
tion of the Index (which it carries ) on its Circumfe¬
rence will be 10 Times as great, viz. Part
of an
Inch , which will be visible to the Eye : Consequently
every Inch on the graduated Circle will strew the Ex¬
tension of ( 100 X xtLs := )
Par : of an Inch in the
Metal.
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When

Pendulums were first applied to

Clocks , they were

made very short ; and
the

Metal . And so if the whole Circumference of the
Circle IKL be io Inches , one Revolution of the In¬
dex will shew the Expansion of T'0 of an Inch in the
Metal.
4. Hence it is easy to observe, that if the Wheel
CDE, and Circle I K L , be enlarged in any Proportion
to the Axes A B and G H greater than what I have
assigned, the Power or Effedt of the Machine will be
increased in the same Degree ; and hence this Instru¬
ment may be constructed to shew very great Expansions
of the Metals with the utmost Degree of Accuracy.
5. The Reader may be curious to know in what
Proportion the several Sorts of Metals are expansible,
which I shall here shew in a Table made from the Ex¬
periments of Professor Muschenbroek
, with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
Flames of Spirits of Wine.
Iron. Steel. Copper. Brass. Tin. Lead.
80
no
Flame 1
85
-55
89
*53
*
2
220
”7
123
115
274
*
*
168
3
r93
142
275
*
*
2ix
4
270
270
361
%
*
5
230
310
377
Zio
6. Here we observe the Expansion of Iron to be the
least of all Metals, and that of Tin and Lead the
greatest, and nearly equal with one Flame . Hence the
Rods of Pendulums ought to be made of Iron , and also
all Measures of Length , as Yards , is' c. and whatever
else we would not have altered by Heat and Cold.
7. The Method of remedying the Inconvenience
arising from the Extension and Contraction of the Me¬
talline Rod of Pendulums, is by applying the Bob with
a Screw, by which Means the Pendulum is at any Time
made longer or shorter, as the Bob is screw’d downwards or upwards, and so the Time of its Vibration is
continually the same.
8. If a Glass or Metalline Tube , uniform through¬
out , filled with Quicksilver, and the Length of 58,8
Inches ,

1
!

j
j
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the Arches of the Circle described being
large , the Times of Vibration through
different Arches could not , in that Cafe,
be equal ; to effect which , the Pendulum
was contrived to vibrate in the Arch of a
Cycloid, the Property of which Curve is,
that a Body will descendfrom any Part thereof
to the lowes Pomt in the same Pime, and
sooner than by any other Way (XXXII .)
The
Inches , were applied to a Clock , it would vibrate Se¬
conds(
for 39,2 — 4 of 58,8 ) and such a Pendulum ad¬
mits of a twofold Expansion and Contraction , viz. one
of the Metal and the other of the Mercury , and these
will be at the same Time contrary , and therefore will
correct each other.
9. For by what we have shewn, the Metal will ex¬
tend in Length with Heat , and so the Pendulum will
vibrate flower on that Account . The Mercury also
will expand with Heat, and since by this Expansion it
must extend the Length of the Column upward, and
consequently raise the Center of Oscillation, so that by
this Means its Distance from the Point of Suspension
will be shortened, and therefore the Pendulum on this
Account will vibrate quicker : Wherefore if the Cir¬
cumstances of the Tube and Mercury are skilfully ad¬
justed , the Time of the Clock might by this Means,
for a long Course of Time , continue the same, without
any sensible Gain or Loss.
10. This is the Invention of Mr . Graham in the
Year 1721, who made a Clock of this Sort, and com¬
pared it with one of the best of the common Sort for
three Years together, and found the Errors of the for¬
mer but about 3 Part of the latter ; of which the Reader
may feea farther Account in Phil . Trans. N ° 392.
(XXXII ) 1. How far the Cycloid is concern ’d in the
Pendulum , has been shewn ; I shall now shew that this
is
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The

Motion

of Projectiles

next to be considered.
PlateVI.
Fig . 7.

comes

A Projectile

is
any

is the Curve of quickest Descent; for let A H C be the
Curve of quickest Descent , then will a Body descend¬
ing from A pass from H to D sooner in an Arch of this
Curve than in any other , between H and D ; let the
Point G be taken such, that , drawing H F , GE pa¬
rallel to the Axis A B, they may cut off I G —E D , in
the Perpendicular K G and L D . Since the Point D
is given, L D is constant , as also I G = D E , because
the Point H is invariable, and therefore also K G is
constant : but the variable Quantities are H I, H G,
and G E , G D.
2. Now put KG = i, LDr
r , and IG — ED
— d ; also H I — v, and GE = z; then will the Velo¬
city of the Body at G be as n/ K G , and at D as
\/h D . And since the Times are as the Spaces pass’d
over directly, and the Velocities inversely, the Time
of passing thro ' H G will he as -v
v"KG
and the Time
FT
✓

of describing

G D,

_

/

(d L4 - v*

b
G D
as —

*

✓ITS'

-

3, But the Sum of those Times is the least possible,

lH
viz . f -

, |T + 'k
j -T

ly its Fluxion

V *v

i \/d Lf - v'

.

n s

, a Minimum. Consequent¬

+

— s, or
c\ \/ dLf -z1

V *v

; but since H F
+
b i V d’’ v L
- — a constant Quantity , we have v
~ — 0, and so
v
z
d>——
jc 1 and therefore —— .—
— — —-.
.
therefore v c \ */ dlj - - s * = z b \ f d*j--

v

whence
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any Body A , thrown or projected in an up¬
rights oblique* or horizontal Direction ; as a
Stone from the Hand , an Arrow from the
Bow, or a Ball or Bomb from a Cannon or
Piece of Ordnance . The Force with which the
Body is projected is called the Impetus , and
the Distance to which it is thrown is called
the Horizontal
Random or Ampli¬
tude of the Projection.
Every
Projectile is acted upon by two

Forces or Powers , viz. the Impetus of the
projeEiik
•/ dz ct- v2- : 1/ d"- -j- 7? \v c{ •. zb fj that is, G D :
GH :: HIXLDj
: GEXKGf.
4. But G D , H G are the Fluxions of the Curve;
HI , G E , the Fluxions of the Abscissa A M , AKj
and K G , L D are the Ordinates to the Points G and D.
Therefore the Fluxions of the Curve of fwiftejl Descent are
every where as the Fluxions of the Abscissas directly, and
the Square Roots of the Ordinates inversely.
5. But this is the Property of the Cycloid ; for put¬
ting A K ~ *, K G = BN - y, and B C — a ,- the

1 riangles ONC andG E D

are similar by the

Nature

of the Curve ; and therefore ON : OC :: GE : GD;

_
, _
x
iX «‘ — ylk
that is* ay —yy 1 \aa — yy' :: x :
-"
vi —
j Xa ' Xa — y*

*X,

—GO ; but a %is a given

T X a —y
Quantity , therefore G D is every where a i , or di¬
rectly as the Fluxion
as the Square Root
quently the Cycloid
See Annotat, XXVIII

Vol , I.

of the Absciss AK , and inversely
of the Ordinate R G , and confe-s
is the Curve of fwiftejl Descent.
. 3.

K

i3°
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projeBile Force., and that of Gravity. By
the first, the Body passes over equal Spaces,
AB , B C, C D, &c . in equal Times; and
by the second, it descends through Spaces
A G, A H , A I, &c. which
are as the
Squares of the Times ; and therefore by
these two Forces compounded , the Body
will describe, not a Right Line , but a Curve
A Qj and of that Sort which we call a Pa¬
rabola and
;
this will be the Cafe in all
Directions but that in the Perpendicular,
when the Path of the Projectile will be (to
Plate V. Appearance )

a Right

Line .

The

greater

Fig- 7* the Angle of Elevation K A M of the Can¬
non is, the greater will be the Height D B
to which the projected Body will rife. Also,
the greater will be the Distance or Amplitude
of the Projection , till the said Angle becomes
equal to 45 Degrees K A O ; upon which
Elevation the Random A C will be the
greatest possible, and equal to twice the
Altitude A G of the perpendicular Pro¬
jection . On any Elevation A M or A M,
equally above or below 45 Degrees , as on
40 and 50 , 30 and 60, 20 and 70 Degrees,
the Random A C will be the fame ; which
Cafe an Engineer frequently finds of very
great Use.
If the Object be situated above the Ho¬
rizon , then , in order to strike it with the
least Impetus, let a Piece of Looking -glass
be
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be fixed to the Cannon perpendicular to its
Axis ; and holding a Plumb -Line over the
Glass directly under the Eye , the Cannon
is to be elevated till the Object appears exact¬
ly under the Plummet , and there fixed ; if
then it be discharged, it will strike the Object
as required.
From what has been said, We may easily
understand how a Body projected upright
from the Earth ’s Surface does really de¬
scribe a Parabola , though to Appearance it
ascends and descends in a Right Line . For
it is urged by two Forces, viz. the Projec¬
tile upwards , and the Force arising from
the Motion of the Earth about its Axis from.
Weft to Eaft\ in which Cafe it must neces¬
sarily describe a Parabola (XXXIII ).
I SHALL
(XXXIII ) 1. In the Parabola, it is demonstrated pi . ir
that the several Abscissa A G , A H, Al , We. are as W “ /
the Squares of the Ordinates G M , HN , I O , &c. '
and since this is the Property of the Curve which the
Projectile describes, it is evident the Projectile describes
a Parabola.
2. Let A M represent the Force with which a Ball is Fig . 7*
projected from the Cannon in the Direction AM;
this may be resolved into two others A L and L M, of
which the first is perpendicular, and the latter parallel
to the Horizon . The perpendicular Force or Velocity
AL is that by which the Ball rises, and the Heights to
which it will rife with the Velocities A L and A M
_
2.
are as the Squares of the Velocities, vix. as A L *tb

I
1

AM ; but (because AL : AM :: A M : AG ) AL:
A M A L : A G ; therefore since A G represents the
K 2
Height
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in the last Place consider the
I shall
and Cen¬
Motion
Nature of Circular

tral
Height to which the Ball will rise with the Velocity
A M , A L will be the Height to which it will rise with
the Velocity A L , or in the Projection on the Eleva¬
tion A M ; thus BD — AL.
z. The Velocity of the Projection L M in the hori¬
Pig . 6, 7.
zontal Direction is every where uniform, or carries the
Ball through equal Spaces AR , R S, S T , T V, VW,
in equal Times . For by the single Impetus of the Pow¬
der, the Ball describes equal Spaces AB , BC , CD , &c,
in equal Times in the Direction A F , as has been
shewn ; therefore by the Similarity of 'Triangles A R,
R 8, ST , &c. will be as AB , BC , C D , (Ac. that
is, the horizontal Spaces passed over in the Projection, will ,
in equal Times, be equal4 . Now since the perpendicular Velocity is to the
Fig . 7,
horizontal Velocity as A L to L M , and A L is the
Space pafs’d through by the former in half the Time of
the Projection , L M would be the Space pass’d through
in the horizontal Direction in the same Time , if the
Velocity LM were of the same Sort with AL , viz.
utiifornlly retarded and accelerated; but since L M is not
retarded, but uniform, it will carry the Body through
twice the Space L M in the fame Time (Annot. XXVI.
7.) that is, through A D —LB = 2L M.
5. And since the Time of the Ascent from A to B
is equal to the Time of Descent, the Ball will pass
over D C = A D in the Time of the Descent from B
to C j therefore the horizontal Space A C , which the
Ball passes over during the whole Time of the Projec¬
tion , is equal to 4 Times L M , wherever the Point M
be taken in the Circumference A O G.
6. Hence when A O is the Direction of the Cannon,
(O being the middle Point of the Semicircle ) the Line
N O , which is the horizontal Velocity, will be the
greatest possible (from the Nature of the Circle ) and
consequently 4 N O = A Q , the greatejl possible horizantal Random; which therefore is made on an Angle

OAK
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Forces

.

.

If a Body A be suspended
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Plate V.

at the End of a String A C, moveable ^ 2- 8*
about
O A K ~ 45 Degrees. For OAK = AON =
O A N , because NO = AN ; therefore since ANO
°.
=
- 90°, AON = OAN = OAK 45
( zzNO = LA QJ will be
7. Hence ANzzFE
the Height of the Projection on the Angle O A K zz
will be the Parameter, er Latus
450. Whence A
Rectum , of the Parabola AFQ.
and
8. If M O = O R , then will LMzTR;
consequently the Horizontal Random on the Elevation
A M , and A R , will be equal, viz, A C ; but the
Height of the Projection on A R will be A T zz S D.
Whence the Height 8 D is to the Height DBD (as R K. to
the Tangent of the Angle of Elevation R A K to
MK )
the Tangent of the Angle MAK.
9. From what has been demonstrated it is easy to
understand , that an Object situated on the Horizon may
be hit by a Ball discharged on an Elevation of 450 with
a less Charge of Powder than on any other Angle of
Elevation.
10. The Time of the Projection A B C is equal to
the Time of the perpendicular Ascent and Descent
through A L or D B, ( because the horizontal Velocity
does no Way affect that in the Perpendicular .) But the
'Time of Ascent and Descent in A L is to that in A G,
as / AL to v/ A G ; that is, (since A L : A G
AM : A G ) as A M to A G ; that is, (because A G
; AM :: AM ; AL z : MK ) asMKtoA M , or as the
to the Radius.
Sine of the Angle of Elevation MAK
the Times of two different Project
11. Therefore
lions ABC, A S C , will be as the Chords A M and
A R , or as the Sines of the Angles of Elevation to the
Radius f. G.
12. Suppose it required to know from what Height
a Body ought to fall to acquire such a Velocity, that,
being reflected in that Moment in the Direction A F , it
should describe the given Parabola AOQ. In order to
this we are to consider that (the Equation being xp —yy)
the
K 3
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about- a Point or Pin C as a Centre , and
in that Position it receive an Impulse or
Blow
the Velocity of a Ball shot from the Cannon commences
in the Direction of the Axis A L (or Absciss a-) in the
Point A ; but that in the Direction A F (or of the Ordinatey ) is from first to last the fame; consequently
there must be a certain Point , to which the Ball hav¬
ing descended, acquires a Velocity equal to that in the
Direction A F , which is uniform ; and this must be
when x —y. To determine which, putting the Equa¬
tion x p —y y in Fluxions , we have x p —2 y y ; but
since in this Cafe we have x ~ y, therefore p — %y,

and — — y zz >/xp , (per Equation ; ) therefore ~ p 1
2
~ x p, that is, J p = x.
13. Consequently , if an heavy Body fall from the
Height of j of the Parameter of the given Point A, and
in that Point it be reflected (with the Velocity there
acquired ) in the Direction A F , it will describe the
given Parabola A O Q.
PlateVI.
14. If it be required to strike the Point B, whole
Fig . 9. ' Distance AD and Height BD are given, with the
least Impetus of all that will hit it, then in order to find
the Elevation of the Cannon , draw A B> and E A per¬
pendicular to AC ; on the Point A describe the Arch
abc, which bisect in b, then a Line AF drawn through
that Point will be the Elevation of the Cannon as
required ; and the least Impetus will be equal to
—-

iJ ?— .

See the Demonstration of this by the

Inventor , Dr . Halley, in the Phil . Transactions, and by
Dr . Keill, Introd. Pag. 280 , 281. From a bare View
of the Diagram , the Reason cf the Use of the LookingGlass and Plummet is evident.
15. If a Ball be projected perpendicularly upright in
Fig . 10.
the Direction AF with a Velocity that will carry it to
the Height of one Mile , or 5280 Feet ; it will be 18
Seconds (nearly) in the Ascent, and as much in the
Descent, (for, as 16,2 Feet : 5280 Feet :: T : xx;
whence

*35
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in an horizontal Direction , it will
be thereby compel I’d to describe a Circle
about the central Pin : While the circular
Motion continues , the Body will have a
continual Endeavour to recede or fly off
from the Centre , which is call ’d its Centri¬

Blow

fugal Force , and arises from the Horizontal
Impetus ; with this Force it acts upon the
fix ’d Centre Pin , and that, by its Renitency or Immobility , re- acts with an equal
Force on the Body by means of the String,
and solicits it towards the Centre of Mo¬
tion,
whence x — 18", fere the Time of Ascent or Descent.)
Now in the Parallel of London, the Motion of the
Earth ’s Surface, and of all Bodies upon it, is at the
Minute , or 950 Feet per Se¬
Rate of 10,8 Miles
cond , from West to East : Therefore in 36 Seconds,
the Time of the Ascent and Descent, the Ball w:ll be
carried over 34214 Feet , or more than fix Miles, in the
horizontal Direction East wards from the Point A to H.
Now since the Ball is carried at the fame Time with a
retarded Force upwards, and an uniform Force for¬
wards , it will describe the Parabola A D H . And be¬
cause the horizontal Motion in the Spetlator and in the
Project is the same, they will be carried through equal
Spaces AN , OB ; AM , P C ; AL , F D , &c. in
the fame Time ; and consequently the projected Ball
will always appear perpendicularly over the Spectator
in every Point of the Curve ; which is the Occasion of
the Deception abovementioned.
16. Hence the Objection usually urged against the
Motion of the Earth , from the apparent Ascent and
Descent of Projects in a Right Lice , is the Result of
Ignorance ; as indeed are all other Arguments of this
Kind.

K 4
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tion , whence it is call’d the Centripetal Forces
and when we speak of either, or both of them
indefinitely , they are call’d the Central Forces
of the revolving Body.
It is of the last Importance to under¬
stand the Nature of this Kind of Motion,
since by it all the Machinery of the Plane¬
tary System is perform ’d, as will be easy
to understand , if, for the revolving Body,
we substitute a Planet ; for the Centre , we
place the Sun ; for the Centripetal Force,
or String , its Power of Attraction ; and
for the Projectile Force, the Almighty Power
of God in the first Creation of Things.

Plate V.

b-

The

Theory

of this Species

of Motion

is comprised in the following Propositions,
viz. i ( .) The projectile Force A H is in¬
finitely greater than the centrifugal Force
HE . (2.) The central Force is propor¬
tional to the Quantity of Matter in the
revolving Body A, all other Things being
equal . (3.) If two equal Bodies A, B,
describe unequal Circles A M , A N , in
equal Times , the central Forces will be as
the Distances AC , B C, from the Centre
C. (4.) If equal Bodies describe unequal
Circles with equal Celerities, the central
Forces will be inversely as the Distances.
(5.) If equal Bodies describe equal Circles,
'
the
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the central Forces will be as the Squares of
the Celerities. (6.) If equal Bodies de¬
scribing unequal Circles have their central
Forces equal, their Periodical Times will
be as the Square Roots of the Distances.
(7.) If equal Bodies describe unequal
Circles with equal Celerities, the Periodi¬
cal Times will be as the Distances directly,
(8.) Therefore the Squares of the Periodical
Times are proportional to the Cubes of the
Distances, when neither the Periodical Times
nor the Celerities are given . And in that
Cafe, (9.) The central Forces are as Squares
of the Distances inversely.
These

are the

Theorems

of circular

Motions , the two last of which are found
by Astronomers to be strictly observed by
every Body of the Planetary and Cometary
System. For Example : The Periodical
Time of Venus is 225 Days , and that of
the Earth 365 ; the Squares of which
Numbers are 50625 and 133225 : Again,
the Distance of Venus from the Sun is to
that of the Earth as 72 to 100 ; the Cubes
of which Numbers are 373248 and 1000000;
but 50625 : 133225 : : 373248 : 1000000;
that is, the Squares of the Periodical Times
are as the Cubes of their Distances very
nearly . From hence also it will easily ap3
pear.

138
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pear, that Bodies under the Equator have
the greatest centrifugal Force, which there
acts in direct Opposition to Gravity , and
diminishes towards the Poles , with the
Squares of the Distances from the Earth ’s
Axis . Hence also it is evident, that if ever
the Earth was in a fluid State , and at the
fame 'Time moving about its Axis , it mujl ne¬
cessarily put on the Figure , not of a perse Si
Sphere or Globe, but os an oblate Spheroid,
fatted towards both Poles ; as is manses ly
sewn by Experiment XXXIV
(
).

Plate V .
Fig . 8.

(XXXTV ) 1. Let AD = a, the Diameter of the
Circle AMD; AH the Space which a Body A moves
through in a constant Particle of Time by an uniform
Projectile Force; HE the Distance it is drawn from the
Tangent AH by the Centripetal Forcewhich
(
is just
sufficient to retain the Body moving in a circular Orbit)
in the same Time.
2. Then since AH is indefinitely small, the Arch
AE , and its Chord , will nearly coincide and be equal
to AH , and will therefore also represent the Projectile
Force . But A D : AE : : AE ; As - HE AD
— the Central Force. Now A E is infinitely small in
respect of AD , therefore HE or A a is infinitely small
with respect to AE.
3. If the Projectile Force or Velocity A E — V,
and AD — a, the general Expression of the Central
V1
Force will be —
a ; which therefore in different Circles
will be as the Squares of the Velocities direttly, and in¬
versely as the Diameters or Semi- diamcters of the Circles.
4 . But in the fame Circle it will be direStly as the
Squares of the Velocity,^
because in that Cafe a is given.
But

Mech

a n I c s.

But is the Velocity be given, it will be as the Dijlnr.ee
V z i,

from the Centre inversely, ( for then
Ja

— becomes —. )
a

5. Hence if the Central Forces in two Circles be
equal , the Diameters of those Circles, or Dijlavces from
the Centre of Force, will be as the Squares of the Velo¬
cities direflly.
6. As AE : 1 : : 3,14160 : P — the Periodical Time
pf describing the whole Circle ( for in equable Motions

the Spaces are

as

the Times . ) Therefore P — ?■
’-

°;

whence V 1 = 3,1416 * X oz which substituted in the

F

:

Expression for the Central Force , we have
a7

—

3,i4i6 z x a
Pz

2

— p-tbecause
(
3,1416 is given ) for the Central Force
in this Case ; which therefore is always as the Diameter
er Radius of the Circle directly , and the Square of the
Periodical Time inversely.
7. Hence if the Central Force be as any Power (n)

of the Distance ( a ) from the Center C , we have ^
a " ; whence P — --a 2 - ; and therefore when n—o,
we have P — ah, or the Periodical Time will be as the
Square Root of the Dijlance.

8. If n — 1 , that is, if the Force be directly as the
Distance ; then will P — a — — a 0— 1 ; that is, the
*2
Periodical Time will

be

given , or

the

fame in every Circle.

9. If n — 2 , that is, if the Force be directly as
the Square of the Distance , then P — a

s — —— ;
o*

or the Periodical Time will be as the Square Root of the
Dijlance inversely.

10. If n 1 — , that is, if the Force he inversely

as
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as the Distance , then P = a* =

a,

or

the Periodical

Time will be dire £lly as the Distance from the Centre.
11. If n — 2— , or the Force be inversely as the
Square of the Distance , then P cz 4*, or (squaring both

Sides) P 2 — a 1, that
Time will

be

is, The Square of the Periodical

as the Cube of the Distance from the Centre.

12. When the Central Force is given, ^ = i , and
P — a ' , that is, Tie Periodical Time ivill be as the
Square Root of the Distances.

V1
a
12. Since the Central Force is as — , and as —, we
JP
«'
2
have PV = a ; whence the Distance from the Centre is
always in the Compound Ratio of the Periodical Time and
Vdocity.
14. Hence if the Distance he given, or a —1 , then
the Periodical Time is inversely as the Velocity
, and the
Vdccity inversely as the Periodical Time.
15. If the Velocity be given, or V — 1, the Perio¬
dical Time will be direilly as the Distance from the Centre.

16. If the Periodical Time be given, the Velocity
will be direBly as the Distance likewise.

17. If we put p 3,1416
—
; then S« : P : : AE —
AE X P
— Time of describing A E . Again , as i 1 ;
p a

16,2 : :

A E ' x P‘ 16,2 A E * x P1
, . .
— the Distance
p Xa

st1 a 2 —

descended by an heavy Body ( in the Time of describing
AE ) by the Force of Gravity . Lastly, this Force of

(16
2A
P2\J
rF
«'2v
Of)
—--

as 1 to

) is to the Central Force

apr

that is , as 16,2P 2 to a p'-

or as P 2to 0,615 a18. If now we suppose a Body revolving about the
Centre of the Earth at the Distance of its Surface with
a Centrifugal Force equal to that of Gravity ; ^hen P 2
— 0,615 <?, and so P 2V= ' 0,615 a j and putting a ~
42000.000
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4.2000000 Feet in the Diameter of the Earth , we have
■P= 5083 Seconds, or 84' 43" ; which is the Time
of Revolution to acquire a Centrifugal Force equal to
that of Gravity at the Earth ’s Surface. Consequently
were the Earth to revolve in 84' 43" instead of 24
Hours , the Bodies on its Surface would lose all their
Weight , and be as liable to fall off as to abide thereon.
19. From what has been demonstrated we may dis¬
cover the Law of Gravitation at the Moon ; for since
the Distance of the Moon from the Earth ’s Centre is
to the Distance of the Earth ’s Surface as 60 to 1 ; and
since the periodical Time at the Earth ’s Surface is
5083 "’, therefore the Periodical Time at the Moon
: 3: : 5083*
may be found (by Art. ir . ) thus ; i 360
: P 1 ; whence P — 5083 X 6oi — 2362000 '' — 27,3
Days , the Periodical Time of the Moon , if moved by
a Centripetal Power , as Gravity decreasing with the
Squares of the Disances inversely: And therefore since
the Periodical Time, thus found, is equal very nearly to
the real Periodical Time of the Moon, it shews that Law
takes Place between the Earth and Moon . This might
also be shewn, from the Time of the Moon ’s Revolu¬
tion , but one Proof is enough . I shall also hereafter
shew, that this is the general Law of the whole Plane¬
tary System.
20. Since we had — =: the Central Force, when
a is given, the Force will be as ^ ; that is, in equal
Circles the Centrifugal Forces will be as the Squares of
the Velocities inversely. And therefore since in the
Time of the Earth ’s Revolution , viz. 24 Hours, there
are 68400'' ; if we fay, as 5083 ^ : 68400* : : 1 : 289
nearly ; that is, the Centrifugal Force under the Equator,
arising from the Earth 's Rotation, is to the Power of Gra¬
vity on its Surface as I to 289 nearly.
21. Since the Time of Revolution of a Body under P]ateVL
^
the Equator EQ _, and in any parallel of Latitude B G ,
is equal, the Centrifugal Forces are as the Distances
EC , B A, from the Centre of Motion ( by Art. 16 . )
or, as Radius C B to the Cc - fme A B of the Latitude.
22. But
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22 . But in any Latitude B, the Centrifugal Force »
not ( as under the Equator ) opposite to the whole Gra¬
vity , but only a Part thereof, which is to the Whole
as the Co -sine of Latitude to the Radius . For conti¬
nue out AB (the Direction of die Centrifugal Force)
to D ; and CB (in which Gravity acts) to F j from D
let fall a Perpendicular to F , then will B D represent
the whole Centrifugal Force, and BF that Part of it
which acts directly against Gravity ; but BF : BD : :
AB : BC — E C . Therefore on both these Accounts,
the Centrifugal Force decreases from the Equator to¬
wards the Poles N and S in the Proportion of the
Squares of the Co - sines of the Latitude.
PlateVI.
23. We proceed now to demonstrate the true Figure
Fig . 12. of the Earth , which we shall find to be Spheroidical and
not Spherical, if ever its Parts were in a Fluid or yield¬
ing State, from the Consequence of a Centrifugal Force.
In order to this, let N S be the Axis of Rotation , B C a
Column of fluid Particles gravitating towards the Centre
C , which ( because we suppose the Parts of the Fluid
every where quiescent) will be of the same Weight
with every other Column of Particles C N , or C E.
Let C E =r rf, CN — bj CB — x, AB = j Sine of
the Angle BCN ; and supposing the gravitating Power
to be every where as the Power n of the Distance from
the Centre ; that is, suppose the Power of Gravity at E
(g) to be to that at B as C E" to C B", then will the Grat> 1
rXCB"
gX xn
24. Also the Centrifugal Force at E (f) is to that at
B as CE to AB (as we Ihew’d Art. 16 .) But AB ;
CB : : j: 1 — Radius ; whence AB — s X C B =
s x consequently
;
we have the Centrifugal Force at B
equal1 to 'f - sx
a .
25. But since this Force acts in the Direction BD,
that Part which opposes Gravity is FB ( as was shewn
above) whence since B D : F B : : 1 : s :

: — s*
a
— to Centrifugal Force at B, which opposes Gravity.
26. Hence the Power of Gravity on a Particle at B
2 will
a
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will be as -- an a = ter C .
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impelling it towards the Ccn-

Such a Particle will be represented by

x,

and

therefore its Weight will be - * * * —f. s.Lx. x . 2n(j
as this is the Fluxion of the whole Weight of the Co¬
lumn C B, the Fluent thereof

xf
__ ssx . will
nf- - 1 a" 2
s
be the Weight of the said Column of Particles C B.
27. If now we consider the Column of Particles
CE , which is of equal Weight , since in this Cafe the
Angle N C E is a Right one, we shall have x = a, and
f = I ; wherefore the Weight
h Z X (2n + 1
f QQ

be

n + ia*

of the Column

C E wil]

j therefore the Weight
2 ct
0

of a

Column every where is equal
2n

/

£X*+ 1

/ n* !\

( —-- 1 « -f- 1 an a

--

%

J

+

i

therefore we have ( by pro

per Reduction ) 2 g x ”
‘ — ?r -j- 1 X f s s
1
x* — 2 g — nf — f X a ” -f - 1 for a general Equation.
28. Whence , putting s = . 0, we have 2 g x —
_

I

2g —n f —f X an -{
j- '
r

and therefore a : x 2:: g « -j- *

: 2g — nf —f f" - - ' :: C E : C N , so is the Diameter
of the Equator to the Axis of the Earth.
29. Hence, upon the Hypothesis of an uniform Gra¬
vity, we have n — o\ in that Cafe 2 g : 2 g — f :
C E : C N . But the Gravity (g) is to the Centrifu¬
gal Force (f) under the Equator , as 289 to 1 (per Art.
20. ) Wherefore in this Cafe CE : C N :: 578 : 577.
30. If the Earth were to revolve in 84' 43", the
Centrifugal Force would be equal to Gravity (Art. 18 .)
or g and
then C E : C N : : 2 : 1. If the Earth
were to revolve quicker than that , the Particles would
fly off, and the Earth be reduced to a single Atom.
31. If the Gravity be supposed proportional to the
Distance from the Center ; then n n x, and we have
C£ :
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C £ : C N : : £ 2 : g — f x and if in this Hypothesis the
Earth were to revolve in 84/ 43", or g —f, then would
C E be infinitely greater than C N ; that is, C N would
be nothing , or the Spheroid would then become a cir¬
cular Plane.
32. If Gravity be supposed inversely as the Square of
the Distance , we have n — 2— ; and then we shall
1

1

have 2 g—nj-- 12: £ -f- « y— f— hj - 1:C :
1

2 g~ l ■ 2 g + f~

E : CN ::

1

1 :: 2 £ + / : * £ s : 579 : 578 .

And

since of all the above Hypotheses, this last is found to
be the only true one ( fee Art. 19 .) it follows that the
Earth in its Chaotic or Fluid State, revolving about its
Axis, tnujl necejsarily put on a Spheroidical Figure, hav¬
ing the Equatorial Diameter E Q , to the Axis N S, as
5 79 : 578 .
„ ,
33. And this would be the Cafe, were all the Cir¬
cumstances of the Hypothesis the fame in Nature as we
have presumed in the Theory ; but since they are found
to be otherwise, the Mathematical Theorywhich
(
gives
only the true Sort of Figure , but not the true Figure
itself) must be adapted to Nature , and the Figure which
the Earth really has investigated from other Principles;
For Bodies on the Earth ’s Surface do gravitate in such
Directions as pass not thro’ the Centre C ( as has been
supposed) any where but in the Equator or under the
Poles, viz. at E and N.
34. In order to find the true Proportion between
EQ _and N S, Sir Isaac Newton makes a Supposition
they are as 101 to 100, and then by a Method ( too pro¬
lix to be here explained) he finds the Gravity at E and
N to be as 500 to 501. Now supposing the Matter of
the Earth uniform and at Rest, the Weight of the Co¬
lumn of Particles E C will be to that of the Column
N C in the Ratio of their Magnitudes 101 to xoo, and
of their specific Gravities 500 to 501 conjointly , (See
Annot. LVIII . 10. ) that is, as 505 to 501.
35. Now it is plain if the Weight of each Particle in
the Column C E were divided into 505 equal Parts , a
Centrifugal Force , that should take off four of those
equal
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equal Parts , would leave the Weight of the Column
EC equal to that of the Column NC , whence an
Equilibrium must ensue between them.
36. Whence our Author makes this Analogy : If a
Centrifugal Force which is
of Gravity causes an
Excess of T‘f Part in the Altitude EC , a Centrifugal
Force which is but
Part of Gravity can cause an
Excess only of
Part of E C . Therefore the true
Proportion between the Diameter of the Equator E
and the Earth ’s Axis N S, is that of 230 to 229.
Whence , since the former is about 8000 Miles, it will
exceed the latter by about 34.13 Englijh Measure.
37. Whence , since in an Equilibrium of Fluids com¬
municating with each other , the Altitudes are as the spe¬
cific Gravities inversely, it follows that the Gravity at
the Equator E is to that at the Pole N as 229 to 230;
or a Body which under the Poles weighs 230 Ib. will
under the Equator weigh but 229 Ib.
38. The Gravity increases from the Equator E to¬
wards the Pole N with the Squares of the Sines of the
Latitudes. For continue out C F to G , and draw G D
perpendicular to AD ; then if B D be the whole Centri¬
fugal Force at the Equator , and BG the whole Dimi¬
nution of Gravity occasioned there by it ; and since in
the Latitude B the Centrifugal Force which acts di¬
rectly against Gravity is reduced to F B, the Line F B
will also represent the Diminution of Gravity in the
Latitude B, and therefore the Difference G F will be
the Increase of Gravity at B. And so (because B G :
GG G
: :
D : G F ) we have B G ; G F : : (GB * :
G D 2B
: :)
C1A
: C “ : : Radius Square : Square of
the Sine of the Latitude : : Decrease at the Equator : the
Increase at B.
39. If we put the Diminution of Gravity at the Equator — iocoo , then will the Gravities at the Equator,
London, and the Pole, be as the Numbers 2290000,
2296124, 2300000 ; therefore the Lengths of Pendu¬
lums vibrating Seconds in each of those Places will be
in the same Proportion (by Ahnot. XXVIII . 13.) But
2296124 : 2290000 : : 39,2 : 39,1 — Inches of a Se¬
cond Pendulum under the Equator , the same nearly as
found by Observation.
Vol . I .
L
aq. Since
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40. Since in the elliptic Meridian ENQS , the Cur¬
vature at E , Q , is much greater than that at N , S ;
the Radius of Curvature (suppose E b) in the former
will be shorter than that in the latter (suppose Sd ,-)
and therefore if at the Equator the Angle E ba, or the
Arch Ea , be equal to one Degree, the Angle of one De¬
gree Sdc at the Pole S will contain a greater Arch rS,
as is evident from the Diagram . Whence it appears
that in this spheroidical Figure of the Earth , the De¬
grees increase from the Equator to the Pole ; so that if
in the Equator a Degree consists of 60 Miles, in the
several Latitudes the Miles will be as below:
Lat. 0
io °. 20 0. 30°. 40°. 50°. 6o°.

infileg . } 60’ 59’5’ 59’57' 59,67, 59,8, 59,93<6o,° 6'
Lat. 70

i^ Deg.

°.

8o°.

90 °.

} 6°’ 16- 60, 235- 6o’26Scholium.
What has been said hitherto , has been upon Suppo¬
sition that the Earth is of an uniform Density through¬
out , but it is reasonable to suppose (from the Earth ’s
having been originally in a fluid State) that the hea¬
viest Matter subsided first, according to the Laws of
Gravity ; and therefore that the Earth is more dense and
compact the nearer we go to the Centre , whence it
must follow, that as there is a greater Number of Par¬
ticles, there will be, on the Whole , a greater Quantity
of Centrifugal Force in the Column E C , and conse¬
quently a greater Excess in its Altitude above that of
NC , than was before stated ; that is, EC will exceed
NC more than in the Proportion of 230 to 229 , which
is also found to be still more consonant to Experiments.
See farther on this Head my New Principles of Geo¬
graphy and Navigation.

